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Chapter 7: Identifying Strategic Issues, Strategies, and Long-Term Objectives


Identifying Strategic Issues
This worksheet will assist the planning team with identifying relevant strategic 


issues.  Strategic issues are the most important challenges for the organization to 


address during the term of the strategic plan.  Strategic issues may be identified, 


in part, by reviewing the information from the historical, cultural, and structural 


review (Chapter 4) and the internal and external environmental analysis 


(Chapter 6). The questions asked in Step #1 should be filled out by individual 


members of the planning team.  Steps #2 and #3 should be completed as a joint 


effort by the entire planning team.


Worksheet 7.01


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008, based on Bryson, 
John M., and Farnum K. Alston, Creating and Implementing 
Your Strategic Plan: A Workbook for Public and Nonprofit 
Organizations, Second Edition, December 2005.
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Step #1: What Is the Strategic Issue That Needs to Be Addressed?
The questions below should be answered by individual members of the planning team for each issue identified until six to 


eight of the most important issues are identified.


1)  What is the strategic issue that needs to be addressed?  Attempt to describe the issue in terms of a question 
that should have more than one answer. 


Ex.  How can our airport ensure consistent growth in air service relative to competing airports? 


2)  How does the issue relate to your organization’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, or threats (SWOT)?  
Please explain:


Ex. We have the opportunity to leverage our new international terminal and robust local economy to attract new 


international air service.  We also need to ensure that we address our problems with attracting sustainable low-cost 


carrier service at our airport. 


3) How does the issue relate to your organization’s mission, vision, or mandates? Please explain:


Ex. Our airport’s mission is to expand economic benefits for the region.  Consistent growth in air service will lead to  


long-term economic benefits for the region. 
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Step #1: What Is the Strategic Issue That Needs to Be Addressed? (continued)


4) What are the consequences of not addressing the issue?  What makes this issue a priority?


Ex. If we do not address this issue, businesses and individuals may choose other metropolitan areas in which to locate that 


offer a more diverse range of air services and lower fares.  Attracting new air service also provides a net benefit to the 


airline rate base, which lowers the cost per enplaned passenger for all airlines (helping to attract additional air service in 


the future). 


Step #2: What Is Your Master List of Strategic Issues?
The individual lists of strategic issues should then be compiled by the planning team into a master list that contains all of 


the issues identified. The planning team should ask the following questions:


1) Are there any obvious issues missing from the list?  If so, add them to the list. 


 
2)  Do the issues tend to be mostly focused on internal matters? If so, consider adding additional externally 


focused issues. 
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Step #2: What Is Your Master List of Strategic Issues? (continued)
Next, the planning team should examine each issue to be sure that the issue is strategic and not operational in nature. 


Please check your answer and indicate whether or not the answer is Operational, Mixed, or Strategic:


  
 1) Is the issue on the agenda of the airport board or airport director/manager?  N/A 


   Yes (Strategic)


   No (Operational)


 2) When will the issue’s impact be felt by the organization?   


   Right now (Operational)


   Next year (Mixed)


   2 or more years from now (Strategic)


 3) How broad of an impact will the issue have?  N/A 


   Single department (Operational)


   Entire organization (Strategic)


 4) How large is your organization’s financial risk or opportunity?   


   Minor (Operational)


   Moderate (Mixed)


   Major (Strategic)


 5) Will strategies for resolving the issue likely require:


  Change in mission?  N/A 


   Yes (Strategic)


   No (Operational)


  Development of new service objectives and programs?  N/A 


   Yes (Strategic)


   No (Operational)


Question Operational Mixed Strategic
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Step #2: What Is Your Master List of Strategic Issues? (continued)


  
 5) Will strategies for resolving the issue likely require (continued):


  Significant changes in revenue sources or amounts?  


   Yes (Strategic)


   No (Operational)


  Significant amendments to existing policies or regulations?  


   Yes (Strategic)


   No (Operational)


  Significant staff changes?  


   Yes (Strategic)


   No (Operational)


  Significant technology changes?  


   Yes (Strategic)


   No (Operational)


  Major facility changes?  


   Yes (Strategic)


   No (Operational)


  Major changes in stakeholder relationships?  


   Yes (Strategic)


   No (Operational)


 6) Is the best approach for issue resolution…  


   Easy to reach consensus on (Operational)


   Wide open (Strategic)


Question Operational Mixed Strategic


N/A


 
 
 
N/A


 
 
 
N/A


 
 
 
N/A


 
 
 
N/A


 
 
 
N/A


 
 
 
N/A
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Step #2: What Is Your Master List of Strategic Issues? (continued)


  
 7) What is the lowest level of management that can address this issue?  


   Staff supervisor (Operational)


   Head of major department (Strategic)


 8) What are the probable consequences of not addressing this issue?   


   Inconvenience, inefficiency (Operational)


   Significant service disruption, financial losses (Mixed)


   Major service disruption, large financial losses (Strategic)


 Totals: Operational  Mixed  Strategic 


If the answers to the questions are predominately strategic or mixed (including at least one yes from question #5) then the 


issue should remain on the master list.


 
Step #3: What Is Your Final List of Strategic Issues?
The planning team should then develop a final list of six to eight of the most important strategic issues to address. 


Please rank by order of importance:


1)


2)


3)


4)


5)


6)


7)


8)


Question Operational Mixed Strategic
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Worksheet 7.02


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., June 2008, based on Pearce, 
John A., and Richard B. Robinson, Strategic Management: 
Formulation, Implementation and Control, Ninth Edition, 2005.


Does Your Organization Have  
a Generic Strategy?
This worksheet will help the planning team determine if the organization has 


a generic competitive strategy. If the organization does not,  the worksheet will 


assist the organization with choosing a generic competitive strategy. Multi-


airport systems may choose to develop a generic strategy for each particular 


airport in the system. This worksheet should be filled out as a joint exercise by 


members of the planning team.
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Cost Leadership


A broad cost leadership strategy aims to place an organization 


among the lowest cost producers. Low costs are achieved 


by focusing on low-cost inputs and capital programs, by 


offering a standardized product, and by achieving a high 


volume of operations and economies of scale. Southwest 


Airlines uses this strategy in the airline industry and 


Memphis-Shelby County Airport Authority also uses this 


strategy.


 
Differentiation


In adopting a broad differentiation strategy, an organization 


aims to develop a product or range of products that are 


perceived as being unique from its competitors. Singapore 


Airlines uses this strategy in the airline industry by offering 


superior in-flight service.


An example of an airport that practices a broad 


differentiation strategy is Austin-Bergstrom International 


Airport.  In May 2008, the airport opened the low-cost, 


no-frills South Terminal (now temporarily closed). The 


terminal has common ticket counters and gate areas and no 


loading bridges for passengers. The airport’s architectural 


award-winning Barbara Jordan Terminal continues to 


cater to full-service airlines.


 
Focus


Airports that use focus strategies concentrate on a 


particular niche market and within that segment attempt  


to achieve either a cost advantage or differentiation.  


Because they serve users/customers in their target market 


uniquely well, they tend to build strong brand loyalty 


among their users/customers. Allegiant Airlines uses a 


cost focus strategy in the airline industry by providing  


nonstop service to leisure travelers in smaller markets 


while maintaining low operating costs.  OpenSkies, a 


British Airways affiliate, uses a differentiation focus 


strategy by offering a high level of service, including an all 


business class (84 seats) configuration onboard its B-757-


200 aircraft, to travelers in the New York-Paris market.


An example of an airport that practices a cost focus strategy 


is St. Petersburg-Clearwater International Airport. The 


airport operator’s vision for the future is to continue its 


low operating costs to attract new entrant airlines that 


provide low-cost point-to-point service, as well as new 


international nonstop transatlantic flights to Europe.


An example of an airport that practices a differentiation 


focus strategy is Fort Worth Alliance Airport. The first 


purely industrial airport in the western hemisphere is the 


anchor of a thriving master-planned development focused 


on intermodal distribution and residential development.


The concept of “generic strategies,” developed by Harvard Professor Michael Porter, in his book “Competitive 
Strategy,” suggests that cost leadership, differentiation, and focus (cost focus and differentiation focus) 


are the primary sources of competitive advantage.


Cost 
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Source of Competitive Advantage


The following graphic illustrates Porter’s generic strategies:
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Step #1: What Is Your Organization’s Current Generic Strategy?


After reviewing the descriptions of the generic strategies on the previous page, which strategy best describes 
your organization’s current strategy? Why?


 


Some airports may have too high a cost base to be considered a cost leader, too standardized a product to compete against 


airports that adopt a broad differentiation strategy and have too broad an appeal to be considered a niche airport. Professor 


Porter considered these types of entities to be “stuck in the middle,” meaning that they could not develop a long-run 


competitive advantage. 


 Step #2: What Generic Strategy Should Your Organization Adopt in the Future?


After reviewing the requirements and risks of adopting particular generic strategies in the text, what particular 
strategy should your organization adopt to guide its future development? Why?


Chapter 7: Identifying Strategic Issues, Strategies, and Long-Term Objectives – Worksheet 7.02







Chapter 7: Identifying Strategic Issues, Strategies, and Long-Term Objectives


Worksheet 7.03


What Are Your Organization’s  
Grand Strategies?
Grand strategies provide a comprehensive general approach to guide the major 


actions necessary to accomplish the organization’s long-term objectives.  Any 


one of these strategies could serve as the basis for achieving the major long-term 


objectives of a particular organization, but airports (in particular multi-airport 


systems) may also combine several grand strategies. This worksheet should be 


filled out as a joint exercise by members of the planning team.


          


    


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., June 2008, based on Pearce, 
John A., and Richard B. Robinson, Strategic Management: 
Formulation, Implementation and Control, Ninth Edition, 2005.
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The operator of an airport faced with a weak competitive 
position and slow market growth may consider a retrenchment 
strategy to preserve its competitive advantage (e.g., Pittsburgh 
International Airport closing 27 of 100 gates after US Airways 
downsized its hub). A concentric diversification strategy may also 
allow an airport operator to partially offset the unprofitability of 
its airside operations (e.g., PIT’s renewed emphasis on landside 
property development). Finally, as discussed above, divestiture or 
liquidation may be an option in certain circumstances.


Step #1: Where Does Your Organization Fit on the Model of Grand Strategy Clusters?


An airport’s grand strategies are typically a function of market growth and competitive positioning. Using the matrix below, 


figure out which quadrant your organization falls into.


I II
IV III


Rapid Market Growth  


Slow Market Growth  


Strong Competitive 
Position


Weak Competitive 
Position


1.  Concentrated growth (using market 
development or product development)


2. Vertical integration 
3. Concentric diversification


1. Reformulation of concentrated growth 
2. Horizontal integration 
3. Divestiture or liquidation


1. Concentric diversification 
2. Joint ventures or alliances


1. Turnaround or retrenchment 
2. Concentric diversification 
3. Divestiture or liquidation


The possible grand strategies for airports to adopt are discussed in greater depth in the text.  The following is a brief summary of 
strategies that may be pursued by airport operators depending on which quadrant the organization falls into.


Airports that fall into quadrant I are in an excellent competitive 
position.  They may continue to concentrate on their current 
business by using a product (e.g., recruiting international service 
to an airport that only served domestic destinations) or market 
development (e.g., encouraging better surface transportation 
access to extend the airport service region) strategy.  If an 
airport operator has additional resources that are not absorbed 
by focusing on a concentrated growth strategy, it may wish to 
pursue a vertical integration strategy (e.g., providing ground 
handling services to the air carriers in their market).  Finally, 
a quadrant 1 airport may wish to engage in a concentric 
diversification strategy (e.g., non-aeronautical development such 
as the airport city concept).


 
Operators of airports that fall into quadrant II should re-evaluate 
their present approach to the marketplace.  If an airport operator 
determines that it lacks either a critical competitive element, 
or sufficient economies of scale to compete in a rapidly growing 
market, it might consider a horizontal integration strategy (e.g., 
Stewart International Airport being acquired by the Port Authority 
of New York and New Jersey).  Finally, an airport operator might 
want to consider divestiture or liquidation as a last resort (e.g., 
Mirabel Airport in Montreal, or privately owned general aviation 
airports that are open for public use), but this option may be 
hampered by federal grant assurances.


An airport faced with a strong competitive position in a slow 
growth market is perhaps the best candidate for concentric 
diversification (e.g., El Paso International Airport developing 
a 600-acre industrial park, partnering in hotel development on 
airport land, developing a resort-style golf course). Operators 
of quadrant IV airports might also consider alliances or joint 
ventures as a way to diversify into promising new growth areas 
(e.g., Houston Airport System’s consulting arm, which is part of a 
consortium developing a new airport in Quito, Ecuador).


Chapter 7: Identifying Strategic Issues, Strategies, and Long-Term Objectives – Worksheet 7.03


Quadrant IV 


Quadrant I Quadrant II


Quadrant III


© 2005 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.  All rights reserved.
Pearce, John A., and Richard B. Robinson, Strategic Management: Formulation, Implementation and Control, Ninth Edition, 2005.
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Step #2: What Grand Strategy or Strategies Should Your Organization  
               Adopt in the Future?


After reviewing your organization’s position on the Step #1 chart, what particular grand strategy or strategies 
should your organization adopt to guide its long-term business objectives?  Why? 


Chapter 7: Identifying Strategic Issues, Strategies, and Long-Term Objectives – Worksheet 7.03







Chapter 7: Identifying Strategic Issues, Strategies, and Long-Term Objectives


Worksheet 7.04


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., June 2008, based on Authenticity 
Consulting, LLC, Field Guide to Nonprofit Strategic Planning and 
Facilitation, Third Edition, December 2007.


Setting Long-Term Objectives
This worksheet will assist the planning team with setting long-term objectives 


that address the organization’s strategic issues and support the organization’s 


generic and grand strategies.   This worksheet should be completed by the 


planning team for each long-term objective that will be included in the strategic 


plan.          
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This worksheet should be completed by the planning team for each long-term objective that will be included in  
the strategic plan.


 
Step #1: What Are the Strategic Issues That the Long-Term Objective Should Address?


Specify the strategic issues: 
 


Ex. How can we ensure consistent growth in air service at our airport relative to competing airports?


 


Step #2: What Is the Long-Term Objective and What Implementation Challenges  
               Might Arise?


1) Describe the long-term objective:


Ex. Grow domestic, international, and cargo air service at rates that meet or exceed the targeted growth rates  


of our competitors in terms of passengers, operations, and new markets.  Passenger target growth rates should be set for 


O&D and connecting traffic.    
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Step #2: What Is the Long-Term Objective and What Implementation Challenges  
               Might Arise? (continued) 
 
2) Explain how the long-term objective addresses the strategic issues:


Ex. By setting our air service growth rate targets relative to our competitors and benchmarking their performance, we 


can ensure that we will outperform our competitors in this area. 


 


3) What challenges might arise in implementing the long-term objective? Explain:


Ex. International market development opportunities (relative to competing airports) may be limited by restrictive 


bilateral agreements. 


4) How might those challenges be overcome?


Ex. Lobby the U.S. DOT and the U.S. State Department to enter into more liberal bilateral agreements. 
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Step #3: What Strategies Does the Long-Term Objective Address?


1) Explain which strategies the long-term objective addresses: 
 


Ex. The long-term objective supports the generic strategy of differentiation and the grand strategy of product development.


 


2) Explain how the long-term objective addresses the organization’s strategies:  
  


Ex. By focusing on growth in domestic, international and air cargo service, our airport will differentiate itself from competing 


airports in the airport service region that only provide domestic air service.  Our airport will also be able to provide a greater 


breadth of products to suit the needs of our customers. 


If the long-term objective is inconsistent with your organization’s strategies, consider revising the long-term objective.   
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Step #4: Critique the Long-Term Objective


Does the long-term objective meet the following criteria? 
 


  Is the long-term objective understandable and explainable?


   Is the long-term objective flexible or adaptable?


   Is the long-term objective consistent with the legal mandates of your organization?


   Is the long-term objective consistent with the rest of your strategic plan?


   Does the long-term objective support the mission, vision, and values of your organization?


   Does the long-term objective have predictable and acceptable effects on stakeholders?


   Does the long-term objective consider your organization’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats?


   Is the long-term objective measurable or verifiable?


   Is implementation of the long-term objective realistic and achievable?


   On balance, do the benefits from implementing the long-term objective outweigh the costs?


Chapter 7: Identifying Strategic Issues, Strategies, and Long-Term Objectives – Worksheet 7.04
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Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments


Internal Assessment
This worksheet will enable the planning team to identify the organization’s 


strengths and weaknesses.     


Worksheet 6.01


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008.
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Rating


Not Yet 
Started 
or N/A


Some  
Progress


Considerable 
Progress Achieved


E
The roles of the Policy Board and Airport Director/CEO 
are defined and respected, with the Airport Director/CEO 
delegated as the manager of the organization’s operations 
and the Board focused on policy and planning.


R
The Board acts as governing trustees of the organization, 
on behalf of the community at large and as contributors, 
while carrying out the organization’s mission and goals. To 
fully meet this goal, the Board actively participates in the 
planning process.


R
The Board’s nominating process ensures that the Board 
remains appropriately diverse with respect to gender, 
ethnicity, culture, economic status, skills, and/or expertise.


E The Board members receive regular training and information 
about their responsibilities.


E
New Board members are oriented to the organization, 
including its mission, policies, and programs, as well as their 
roles and responsibilities as Board members.


O Board organization is documented with a description of the 
Board’s responsibilities.


E
The organization has at least the minimum number of 
members on the Board as required by bylaws and/or federal 
or state statutes. 


O The Board has a process for handling urgent matters 
between meetings.


R
The organization maintains a conflict-of-interest policy that 
all Board members and executives review and/or sign that 
they acknowledge and will comply with the policy.


R
The Board has an annual calendar of meetings. The Board 
also has an attendance policy that requires a quorum of the 
organization’s Board to meet at least quarterly.


Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments – Worksheet 6.01


Step #1: Answer the Following Questions and Indicate Level of Achievement
The following questionnaire was originally developed by the Greater Twin Cities United Way of Minnesota for internal use 


by nonprofit organizations. The questionnaire was modified to make it relevant to the airport setting.  The planning team 


should indicate which of the criteria listed have been met, those that the organization has started to implement but still need 


work, and those that do not apply to the management operations of the organization or are not being met. 


Each statement/indicator is rated based on its importance to the operation and effectiveness of the organization. These 


ratings are located on the left side of the table, next to each statement.


“E” indicates essential or basic requirements to the operation of the organization.


“R” indicates a recommended practice for an effective organization. 


“O” indicates optional items that an organization can choose to implement to strengthen its operations.


Governance/Boards                                                                        
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Human Resources                                                                      


Rating


Not Yet 
Started 
or N/A


Some  
Progress


Considerable 
Progress Achieved


E


The organization has a written personnel handbook/policy 
that is regularly reviewed, updated, and approved by the 
Board. This handbook describes the recruitment, hiring, 
termination, and standard work rules for all staff and 
maintains compliance with government employment laws 
and regulations.


R
The organization provides a copy of, or access to, the 
written personnel policy to all members of the Board, the 
Airport Director/CEO (if applicable) and staff. All staff 
members acknowledge in writing that they have read and 
have access to the personnel handbook/policies.


R
The organization has job descriptions that include 
qualifications, duties, reporting relationships, and key 
indicators.


R
The organization’s Board conducts an annual review/
evaluation of its CEO in relation to a previously determined 
set of expectations.


R The organization requires employee performance appraisals 
to be conducted and documented at least annually.


R The organization has a compensation plan and periodically 
reviews salary ranges and benefits.


O
The organization has a timely process for filling vacant 
positions to prevent disruption of the organization’s 
operations.


O The organization has a process for reviewing and responding 
to ideas, comments, and concerns from all staff members.


O
The organization provides opportunities for employee 
professional development and training within their job skill 
area.


E
The organization follows a recruitment policy that does not 
discriminate, but respects, encourages, and represents the 
diversity of the community.


Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments – Worksheet 6.01


Step #1: Answer the Following Questions and Indicate Level of Achievement (continued)
“E” indicates essential or basic requirements to the operation of the organization.


“R” indicates a recommended practice for an effective organization. 


“O” indicates optional items that an organization can choose to implement to strengthen its operations.
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External Relations


Rating


Not Yet 
Started 
or N/A


Some  
Progress


Considerable 
Progress Achieved


E
The organization has a clear perception of primary 
community concerns and a defined administrative process 
to react to these concerns.


R
The organization has a sense of the effectiveness of its 
public relations program, including publicity and participation 
in local/community events.


E
The Airport Director/CEO, department leaders, and 
managers have a clear appreciation of community interests 
and concerns.


R The organization’s purpose and activities meet community 
needs.


O
The organization frequently evaluates, by soliciting 
community input, whether its mission and activities provide 
benefit to the community and what the community opinion is 
of the airport.


R The organization’s strategic plan is communicated to 
external stakeholders and the general community.


R The organization has a clear, meaningful, written mission 
statement that reflects the community served.


R
The organization frequently evaluates the sufficiency of staff 
dedicated to community outreach programs and external 
relations.


O The organization actively informs the public about its 
programs and services.


Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments – Worksheet 6.01


Step #1: Answer the Following Questions and Indicate Level of Achievement (continued)
“E” indicates essential or basic requirements to the operation of the organization.


“R” indicates a recommended practice for an effective organization. 


“O” indicates optional items that an organization can choose to implement to strengthen its operations.
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Planning and Development Strategic Planning


Rating


Not Yet 
Started 
or N/A


Some  
Progress


Considerable 
Progress Achieved


E The organization is pursuing its vision as defined in the 
airport’s strategic plan.


R The Board and staff have developed and adopted a written 
strategic plan to achieve the organization’s vision.


R The strategic plan was developed by researching the 
internal and external environments.


R The strategic plan includes a review of the organization’s 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT).


R The planning process identifies the critical issues facing the 
organization.


E The strategic plan includes strategies and measurable 
objectives that address these critical issues.


E The strategic plan integrates all of the organization’s 
activities around a focused mission and vision.


R The strategic plan prioritizes the organization’s objectives 
and includes timelines for their accomplishment.


R
The strategic plan establishes an evaluation process and 
performance indicators to measure progress toward the 
achievement of objectives.


R
Through work plans, human and financial resources are 
allocated to ensure accomplishment of the goals in a timely 
fashion.


O The strategic plan is communicated to all stakeholders of 
the organization.


Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments – Worksheet 6.01


Step #1: Answer the Following Questions and Indicate Level of Achievement (continued)
“E” indicates essential or basic requirements to the operation of the organization.


“R” indicates a recommended practice for an effective organization. 


“O” indicates optional items that an organization can choose to implement to strengthen its operations.
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Planning and Development Capital Project Program


Rating


Not Yet 
Started 
or N/A


Some  
Progress


Considerable 
Progress Achieved


E
The Airport Capital Improvement Plan (ACIP) identifies and 
prioritizes projects and programs to be completed in the 
near future. 


E
Each project/program has been carefully considered and the 
best funding sources (including state and/or federal funding) 
have been determined.


R Responsibilities for applying for project/program funding are 
clearly allocated to individual manager(s). 


E Projects/programs are consistent with the organization’s 
mission and strategic plan. 


R Projects/programs are consistent with the organization’s 
master plan.


R Projects/programs are consistent with the organization’s 
business plan. 


E
The airport’s stakeholders have the opportunity to 
participate in and/or provide input to the program 
development process. 


E The timeframes and cost estimates for each project/
program are realistic.


O The airport’s stakeholders are kept abreast of the 
programs/projects progress, delay, etc.


R
Sufficient resources are allocated to ensure that each 
program/project can achieve the established goals and 
objectives.


R Staff has sufficient training and skill levels to produce the 
program.


R Each program has performance indicators designed so that 
the program meets its goals and objectives. 


O Performance indicators are reviewed annually. 


E


A risk management plan is established for major 
development projects.  These programs provide a 
structured approach to identifying and evaluating risks 
and a procedure for developing contingency plans and risk 
mitigation strategies prior to the occurrence of a risk.


Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments – Worksheet 6.01


Step #1: Answer the Following Questions and Indicate Level of Achievement (continued)
“E” indicates essential or basic requirements to the operation of the organization.


“R” indicates a recommended practice for an effective organization. 


“O” indicates optional items that an organization can choose to implement to strengthen its operations.
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Operations, Safety, and Security


Rating


Not Yet 
Started 
or N/A


Some  
Progress


Considerable 
Progress Achieved


E
The airport meets the requirements of 14 CFR Part 139, 
Certification and Operations: Land Airports Serving Certain 
Carriers, and the Airport Operations Manual is up-to-date.


E Enplaned passengers and aircraft operations levels are 
monitored. 


R Origin and destination (O&D) and connecting passenger 
levels are monitored.


R Domestic and international enplaned passenger levels are 
monitored.


R The volume of cargo processed at and transitioning through 
the airport is monitored.


O The organization tracks service levels in processing and 
accommodating inbound and outbound passengers.


R Space is available to accommodate short-term growth.


O The performances of the security screening checkpoints are 
monitored. 


O


The performances of the baggage handling system are 
monitored. Typical metrics include number of damaged 
bags, number of oversized bags, number of checked bags 
per enplaned passenger, baggage mishandled per 1,000 
passengers carried, left-off baggage per 1,000 passengers 
carried, number of bags that can be processed per EDS 
machine. 


O
The level of utilization of the passenger terminal facilities 
is monitored, including turns per gate, and enplaned 
passengers per gate.


R The level of utilization of the cargo facilities is monitored, 
including tons of cargo processed per square foot.


R
The level of utilization of the airfield facilities is monitored, 
including level of flight training, runway use, average delay 
per aircraft operation, and level of congestion. 


R Major incidents, accidents, and security breaches are 
reviewed and actions taken subsequent to their occurrence. 


E
The airport has an effective and comprehensive emergency 
response plan to protect airport customers and employees, 
airport assets, the community, and the environment in the 
event of an emergency.


R
Responsibilities for compliance with security and safety 
regulations are clearly allocated to individual managers and 
staff.


Step #1: Answer the Following Questions and Indicate Level of Achievement (continued)
“E” indicates essential or basic requirements to the operation of the organization.


“R” indicates a recommended practice for an effective organization. 


“O” indicates optional items that an organization can choose to implement to strengthen its operations.
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Rating


Not Yet 
Started 
or N/A


Some  
Progress


Considerable 
Progress Achieved


O
Meetings are conducted regularly with major tenants 
to discuss new security initiatives, and to review past 
accidents, incidents, and security breaches. 


O
Objectives, targets, and performance indicators have been 
established with regard to level of service and security/
safety performance. 


R
The organization frequently evaluates the sufficiency of staff 
and financial resources dedicated to the safe, efficient, and 
secure operations of the airport. 


R


The airport has a clear, written security program that  
1) identifies procedures to use in an emergency and to 
report suspicious behaviors, 2) includes contingency 
plans to respond to acts of unlawful interference, 3) lists 
current procedures and new initiatives to be implemented 
in the next 5 years, 4) includes airport emergency contact 
information, 5) describes the airport security training 
program, and 6) identifies roles and responsibilities of those 
responsible for implementating security measures.


O A security training program is in place for all personnel with 
direct responsibilities for security. 


O
Employees at all levels within the organization are required 
to attend a training course or a security awareness 
presentation adapted to the particular needs of the various 
staffing levels.


O
An airport security committee responsible for providing 
advice on the development and implementation of security 
measures and procedures at the airport is in place.


O


For airport organization responsible for ground handling 
operations only. Ground handling efficiency is monitored, 
monthly complaint and punctuality reports are prepared to 
show complaints and delays attributable to ground handling 
problems and operations.


O
For airport organization responsible for ground handling 
operations only. The organization has prepared a checklist 
for monitoring the adequacy of ground handling.


O Procedures have been defined for the handling and 
processing of very important persons (VIP).


R The organization conducts occasional risks and vulnerability 
assessments to determine how to improve security.


Operations, Safety and Security (continued)


Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments – Worksheet 6.01


Step #1: Answer the Following Questions and Indicate Level of Achievement (continued)
“E” indicates essential or basic requirements to the operation of the organization.


“R” indicates a recommended practice for an effective organization. 


“O” indicates optional items that an organization can choose to implement to strengthen its operations.
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Environment


Rating


Not Yet 
Started 
or N/A


Some  
Progress


Considerable 
Progress Achieved


R The Board and Airport Director/CEO have developed and 
adopted a clear environmental policy.


R The airport’s environmental policy is regularly reviewed and 
updated.


O
New employees, tenants, and major contractors are 
introduced to the environmental policy as part of their 
induction program.


O The airport’s environmental policy is published and displayed 
prominently at the airport.


O
A committee has been established for conducting periodic 
reviews of the environmental policy, setting environmental 
performance indicators, and monitoring progress toward 
achieving environmental objectives.


R The organization has environmental management programs 
in place.


E The airport operator meets its statutory obligations with 
regard to environmental compliance and management.


O The airport operator has implemented an Environmental 
Management System (EMS).


R


The airport operator has established key environmental 
objectives for each of the following elements: water (storm 
water and waste water); social and community; land 
management; soil; ecology (fauna and flora); air quality; 
hazardous products; noise and waste, recycling, and litter.


O Performance metrics are defined and monitored for each of 
the elements listed above.


R
An action plan prioritizing new environmental initiatives 
to be carried out over the next 5 years, in addition to 
implementing the ongoing environmental management of the 
airport, has been developed.


R
Environmental impacts that could result from developments 
recommended in the Master Plan are known and a 
mitigation plan is in place.


O
Internal and external stakeholders and local community 
representatives are regularly informed about the airport’s 
environmental initiatives.


R
Responsibilities for environmental management are clearly 
allocated to managers and staff. Employees at all levels 
within the organization have responsibilities under the EMS.


Step #1: Answer the Following Questions and Indicate Level of Achievement (continued)
“E” indicates essential or basic requirements to the operation of the organization.


“R” indicates a recommended practice for an effective organization. 


“O” indicates optional items that an organization can choose to implement to strengthen its operations.


Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments – Worksheet 6.01
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Rating


Not Yet 
Started 
or N/A


Some  
Progress


Considerable 
Progress Achieved


R Significant environmental incidents are reviewed and actions 
are taken subsequent to the incident’s occurrence.


R The organization often evaluates the sufficiency of staff and 
financial resources dedicated to environmental management.


O
The organization assesses all current and new operators, 
including tenants, retail concessionaires, and contractors, 
on the basis of their actual or potential environmental 
aspects and impacts.


O
Meetings are conducted regularly with major tenants to 
discuss environmental initiatives, review past environmental 
accidents and incidents, and share information on the latest 
technologies and approaches to environmental management.


O


Environmental management and performance obligations are 
included in any new agreements with tenants, operators and 
other stakeholders. This includes requiring major operators 
to prepare an Environmental Management Plan (EMP) each 
year indicating how they intend to manage environmental 
issues in their operations.


O
Major contractors providing ongoing services or involved in 
major construction projects are required to prepare an EMP 
each year in relation to their operations and/or construction 
work.


R
Contractors are advised of sensitive environmental features 
of the airport and informed of necessary emergency action 
procedures should these features be threatened.


O A procedure for registering and responding to complaints 
and enquiries on environmental matters is in place.


O
The organization regularly publishes environment reports 
containing information on environmental initiatives and 
environmental performance.


R Public consultation is initiated in relation to significant 
development proposals.


R The airport’s emergency plan includes measures to prevent 
and mitigate environmental impacts. 


O
A document control system has been established to ensure 
that the EMS manual, policies, and procedures essential to 
the function of the EMS are up-to-date.


Environment (continued)


Step #1: Answer the Following Questions and Indicate Level of Achievement (continued)
“E” indicates essential or basic requirements to the operation of the organization.


“R” indicates a recommended practice for an effective organization. 


“O” indicates optional items that an organization can choose to implement to strengthen its operations.


Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments – Worksheet 6.01
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Customer Satisfaction


Rating


Not Yet 
Started 
or N/A


Some  
Progress


Considerable 
Progress Achieved


R The organization has a clear, written customer satisfaction 
program.


O


The organization participates in national and worldwide 
surveys that recognize and rank overall passenger/customer 
satisfaction; e.g., Airports Council International (ACI) 
Airport Service Quality (ASQ) Survey; to assess/benchmark 
its position and determine work needed to enhance 
customer experience and satisfaction.


R
The organization conducts regular passenger surveys to 
provide information related to passenger profile, origin and 
destination information, passenger satisfaction levels, etc.


R The organization has developed a set of metrics to measure 
customer/passenger satisfaction.


O
The set of metrics established by the airport operator 
measures customer/passenger satisfaction pertaining to 
airport facilities, air service, and concessions/amenities 
and provides a method for collecting passenger profile data 
(which can be used for benchmarking and facilities planning).


O 
The airport operator has established a customer service 
committee responsible for setting up goals, strategies, and 
metrics relative to customer satisfaction. The committee 
is also responsible for identifying ways to increase feedback 
from customers.


R The organization has developed a set of training methods for 
all employees to provide consistent service to customers.


R An action plan listing new customer satisfaction initiatives 
to be carried out over the next 5 years has been defined. 


O
The organization frequently evaluates the sufficiency of staff 
and financial resources dedicated to customer/passenger 
satisfaction management.


R
The organization assesses all current and new operators, 
including tenants, and retail concessionaires on the basis of 
customer satisfaction.


O
The organization has developed procedures to review, 
address, and respond to customer comments/requests in 
timely manner. 


R
The organization has established a rewards and/or 
recognition program to identify tenants and employees who 
excel at customer service.


R
The organization has established a plan to communicate 
customer service standards, performance, and rewards/
recognition program to employees. 


Step #1: Answer the Following Questions and Indicate Level of Achievement (continued)
“E” indicates essential or basic requirements to the operation of the organization.


“R” indicates a recommended practice for an effective organization. 


“O” indicates optional items that an organization can choose to implement to strengthen its operations.


Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments – Worksheet 6.01
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Financial Activities


Rating


Not Yet 
Started 
or N/A


Some  
Progress


Considerable 
Progress Achieved


E The organization’s business plan includes projections of 
expenditures and revenues.


E The Chief Financial Officer coordinates capital improvement 
projects with department leaders and Airport Director/CEO.


E The organization’s business plan details capital improvement 
project funding sources.


E The organization follows accounting practices that conform 
to generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP).


E


The organization has a system in place to provide the 
information needed by the staff and Board to make sound 
financial decisions and to fulfill government requirements 
(e.g., The Financial Government Payment Report, FAA Form 
5100-126; The Operating and Financial Summary, FAA Form 
5100-127).


E
The organization prepares timely financial statements and 
reports that are clearly stated and useful for the Board and 
staff.


E


The organization’s departments develop annual 
comprehensive operating budgets that include costs for all 
programs and all sources of funding (e.g., airport bonds, 
passenger facility charges (PFCs), Airport Improvement 
Program grants). These budgets are reviewed and approved 
by the Board.


R
The organization monitors unit costs of programs and 
services through the documentation of staff time and direct 
expenses and by using an accepted process for allocating 
management and general expenses.


E The organization prepares cash flow projections.


E
The organization periodically projects year-end revenues and 
expenses to assist in making sound management decisions 
during the year.


O The organization has a review process to ensure that 
appropriate and accurate financial information is received.


R The organization has a written fiscal policy and procedures 
manual and follows it. 


Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments – Worksheet 6.01


Step #1: Answer the Following Questions and Indicate Level of Achievement (continued)
“E” indicates essential or basic requirements to the operation of the organization.


“R” indicates a recommended practice for an effective organization. 


“O” indicates optional items that an organization can choose to implement to strengthen its operations.
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Financial Activities (continued)


Rating


Not Yet 
Started 
or N/A


Some  
Progress


Considerable 
Progress Achieved


R The organization has a documented set of internal controls, 
including approval over spending and disbursements.


R All expenses of the organization are approved by a 
designated person before payment is made.


R Capital needs are reviewed annually and priorities 
established.


R The organization has established mitigation plans identifying 
actions to take in the event of a reduction or loss in funding. 


R The organization has established, or is actively trying to 
develop, a reserve of funds.


R
The organization has suitable insurance coverage, which is 
periodically reviewed to ensure that the appropriate levels 
and types of coverage are in place. 


R
The organization has an annual, independent audit of 
its financial statements, prepared by a certified public 
accountant. 


R The organization’s financial statements are made available to 
the public. 


R The organization clearly identifies aeronautical vs.  
non-aeronautical revenues.


O
The organization has established a committee to identify 
potential new sources of revenues. This committee is 
responsible for setting up objectives with regard to revenue 
diversification and developing initiatives that will bring 
additional revenue support.


R Methods for determining user charges (e.g., residual, 
compensatory, hybrid) are clearly defined. 


R Each project/program’s financial risks are assessed 
according to a defined set of criteria.


O Methods and programs are in place to reduce costs per 
enplaned revenue passenger (CPE). 


R Airport user charges have decreased or remained stable in 
the past 1 to 3 years.


R The organization’s net assets have increased in the past 
year.


R The organization’s bond ratings are steady or are being 
upgraded.


R The organization’s debt service is decreasing.


R The organization’s operating performance is strong.


Step #1: Answer the Following Questions and Indicate Level of Achievement (continued)
“E” indicates essential or basic requirements to the operation of the organization.


“R” indicates a recommended practice for an effective organization. 


“O” indicates optional items that an organization can choose to implement to strengthen its operations.


Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments – Worksheet 6.01
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Step #2: Summarize Results 
List your organization’s key strengths and weaknesses based on the answers provided in Step #1.


Strengths Weaknesses


Governance/Boards


Human Resources


External Relations


Planning and 
Development


Operations, Safety,  
and Security


Environment


Customer 
Satisfaction


Financial Activities
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Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments


Competitor Benchmarking Analysis
This worksheet will guide the planning team through the process of conducting a 


competitive benchmarking analysis. The purpose of this worksheet is to help the 


planning team define what to benchmark, decide which airports to benchmark, 


and determine how to evaluate the data collected. Such comparison will enable 


the planning team to identify how and in what areas the organization can 


improve.         


 


Worksheet 6.02


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008.


ACRP Report 20:  


Strategic Planning in the Airport Industry
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Step #1: How Can You Decide What to Benchmark?  
 
Before collecting data, the planning team must choose what to compare. It is of little value to benchmark irrelevant 


processes or activities, or processes or activities for which there are no existing key performance indicators.  The areas the 


organization should benchmark should have the potential to add real sustainable competitive advantage. By answering the 


following questions, the planning team should be able to narrow down the areas to benchmark. 


1)  What are often-raised causes of satisfaction? Dissatisfaction?


Ex:  Passengers frequently complain that their bags take too long to arrive at the baggage claim.


Recommended area to benchmark: baggage system performance. 


2)    Which factors contribute most to creating a favorable or unfavorable public image of our organization?


Ex:  Passengers complain that their flights are never on time.


Recommended areas to benchmark: airfield characteristics, average delay per aircraft operation, meteorological 


conditions, airfield capacity. 


3)  Which actions will have the most impact on achieving our strategic goals and objectives?


Ex: Lowering airline cost per enplaned passenger would help the organization attract new airlines.


Recommended area to benchmark: airline cost per enplaned passenger. 


Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments – Worksheet 6.02
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Step #1: How Can You Decide What to Benchmark? (continued) 
 
4) What is the most critical factor to our organization’s success?


Ex: Our ability to become financially self-sufficient.


Recommended areas to benchmark: revenue to expenditure ratio, debt service as a % of operating revenue,  


non-aeronautical revenue as a % of operating revenue, operating cost per enplaned passenger, personnel cost as a % of 


total operating cost. 


5)  What factors are affecting our financial performance?


Ex: Parking concession revenues have been steadily decreasing over the past few years.


Recommended areas to benchmark: parking concession revenue, non-aeronautical revenue as a % of operating revenue, 


automobile parking rates and structure. 


6)  What are some of our organization’s weakest points?  


Ex: The number of liability claims is up compared to last year.


Recommended areas to benchmark: liability claims to enplaned passengers ratio, liability claims to aircraft operations 


ratio, liability claims dollar costs to enplaned passengers ratio, accidents/incidents to enplaned passengers ratio, 


accidents/incidents to aircraft operations ratio. 


7)   What factors have the greatest potential for differentiating the organization from competitors?


Ex: Additional capacity is available to accommodate new tenants, such as airlines and concessionaires.


Recommended areas to benchmark: number of available gates, square footage of vacant terminal space. 
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Step #1: How Can You Decide What to Benchmark? (continued) 
 
8)  What are the main contributors to the airport’s operating expenses?


Ex: The airport’s utility costs significantly increased in the past few years.


Recommended area to benchmark: utility costs as a percentage of total operating costs. 


9)  What does our organization need to learn more about?


Ex: The application of environmental practices prior to and during construction.


Recommended areas to benchmark:  resources allocated to environmental management; budget dedicated to 


environmental management and training. 


10)   What factors are critical to our organization’s ability to effectively serve the community/region?


Ex: The number of markets served by the airlines operating at the airport.


Recommended areas to benchmark: airport service region population, airline cost per enplaned passenger, average fares 


and number/type of competitors in each market with nonstop service. 
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Step #2: How Can You Develop a Final List of Areas to Be Benchmarked by Focus Area?  
 
Pick a few critical areas to be benchmarked. To help you decide which areas are the most important, think about the 


following questions: 


1. Where are our opportunities for the greatest improvement?


2. Where can we realistically make a change?


3. What areas are most central to our organization’s mission and vision?


Focus: Facilities


Focus: Aircraft/Passenger Activity Focus: Aircraft Operations and Safety


Focus: Service Quality and Customer Satisfaction


Focus: Productivity and Efficiency


Focus: Finance, Rates and Charges


Focus: Retail Concessions
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Step #3: How Can You Decide Which Airports to Benchmark?  
 
Using the following spreadsheet, identify the importance of those drivers that will influence the selection of peer airports 


for each area to be benchmarked.


Areas to Be Benchmarked: ex1: Baggage Handling System Performance ex2: Cost per Enplaned Passenger 


1) 6)


2) 7)


3) 8)


4) 9)


5) 10)
 


Key Drivers for Effective 
Benchmarking


Your Airport’s 
Information


Areas to Be Benchmarked


ex1 ex2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Location  
(ex. South Florida)


Numbers of Enplaned Passengers 
(ex. 5 million annual)


Airport Type 
(ex. Medium Hub)


Governing Entity Type 
(ex. Authority)


Degree of Contracting/Outsourcing 
(ex. Limited)


Weather  
(ex. Cold vs. Warm Climates)


Passenger Type  
(ex. International vs. Domestic)


Passenger Type  
(ex. Leisure vs. Business)


Traffic Type  
(ex. Origin & Destination vs. 
Connecting)


Level of Congestion 
(ex: None)


Metropolitan Area Population 
(ex. 1.3 million)


Dominant Airlines  
(ex: Low cost carriers vs. legacy)


Airport Activity Focus  
(ex. general aviation, cargo, 
commercial)


Representative Airports JAX 
RSW 
MSY 
SAT 
MKE


RSW 
PBI


No Importance Very High Importance


Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments – Worksheet 6.02


Please print this page to complete this section.
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Study Title Brief Study Description


A


Focus: Aircraft/Passenger Activity 
1) ACI Monthly Worldwide Airport Traffic Statistics Report


2) FAA Terminal Area Forecast (TAF)


3)  FAA National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS)  
Appendix A


4) FAA Passenger Boarding and All-Cargo Data 
 
    Other:                                                                                   


1) Reports include detailed statistics on airports including  
up-to-date passangers, cargo and aircraft movements.  
2) Reports including historic and projected aircraft operations 
and enplaned passenger levels for airports included in the 
National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS). 3) 
Database categorizing all NPIAS airports by region, city, 
3-letter airport identifier, hub type, service level, and enplaned 
passenger levels. 4) Database including passenger boarding and 
all-cargo data collected for a full calendar year. Also includes 
entitlement funds information for the next full fiscal year.


B


Focus: Aircraft Operations and Safety
1) FAA Runway Safety Report


2)  National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) 
Accident Database and Synopses


3) FAA Accident/Incident Data System (AIDS)


4)  Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS)  
Airline On-Time Statistics 
 
Other:                                                                                   


1) Report includes runway incursion trends and initiatives at 
towered-airports in the United States. 2) Database containing 
information about civil aviation accidents and selected incidents 
within the United States. 3) Database containing incident 
data records for all categories of civil aviation. 4) Database 
containing information on late flights and departure and arrival 
statistics, including scheduled departure time, actual departure 
time, scheduled elapse time, departure delay, wheels-off time 
and taxi-out time, delay causes, etc., by airport and airline.


C


Focus: Facilities
1) ACI-NA Airport General Information Survey


2) ACI-NA Airport Parking Study


3) ACI-NA Air Cargo Facilities Survey 
     Other:                                                                                   


1) Comprehensive database of physical, facility, economic and 
financial characteristics. 2) Comprehensive analysis of parking 
facilities, rates and charges. 3) Comprehensive analysis of air 
cargo facilities.


D
Focus: Productivity and Efficiency
1)  Air Transportation Research Society (ATRS) Airport  


Benchmarking Report: Global Standards for Airport Excellence 
 
Other:                                                                                   


1) Report summarizing airport managerial and productivity 
efficiency. Analyze labor, capital, soft cost (outsourcing costs) 
productivity, total and variable factor productivity, revenues 
by source, net income, profit margin, current ratio, return 
on assets, return on equity, debt-asset ratio and debt-equity 
ratio, etc.


E


Focus: Service Quality and Customer Satisfaction
1) J.D. Power Global Airport Satisfaction Index Study


2) Transportation Research Laboratory (TRL) Airport Service  
    Quality Monitor (ASQM)


3) ACI Airport Service Quality (ASQ) Programme   
     
    Other:                                                                                    


1) Comprehensive passenger survey intended to measure key 
airport satisfaction indicators, such as airport accessibility, 
the check-in process, security processing, terminal 
facilities, baggage claim, and overall airport satisfaction. 2) 
Benchmarking study that assesses actual airport services, 
including monitoring of the average waiting time at an airport 
check-in, average time for the first bag to reach the carousel, 
the distance to the furthest gate, frequency of trains between 
airports and city centers, etc. 3) Comprehensive benchmarking 
study of service quality and customer service.


F
Focus: Retail Concessions
1) Airport Revenue News (ARN) Fact Book


    Other:                                                                                   


1) Comprehensive annual retail survey of more than 95 North 
American airports covering detailed passenger traffic, physical 
and financial characteristics with performance benchmarks by 
airport, terminal, and concourse. 


Step #4: Select Studies to Be Reviewed That Include Peer Airports’ Performance  
 
After reviewing the brief study descriptions located on the right side of the table, check the studies that are likely to include 


performance indicators for those areas and airports that you are trying to benchmark.
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Areas to Be Benchmarked


Study ex1 ex2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


A 1


2


3 x x
4


other


B 1


2


3


4
other


C 1 x
2


3
other


D 1 x
other


E 1


2 x
3


other


F 1
other


G 1 x
2 x
3 x
4 x
5 x


other


Study Title Brief Study Description


G


Focus: Finance, Rates and Charges
1) Airport Financial Reports/FAA Forms 5100-126 and 5100-127


2) ACI Airport Economics Survey


3) ACI-NA Airport Macro-Benchmarking Survey


4) ACI-NA Airport Initiatives in Measurement (AIM)  
    Benchmarking Study


5)  American Association of Airport Executives (AAAE) Rates and 
Charges Survey 
  
 Other:                                                                                   


1) Detailed financial characteristics covering revenues, 
expenses, depreciation, proceeds, expenditures, debt, and 
assets of US airports. 2) Comprehensive analysis of key 
economic and financial activities by ACI regions. Include 
statistics on employment trends at airports, financial 
results, capital expenditure, financial benchmarking, and 
non-aeronautical revenue by source. 3) Detailed analysis 
of five high-visibility economic indicators, such as airline 
cost per enplaned passenger. 4) Comprehensive analysis of 
approximately 50 key cost and revenue benchmarks.  
5) A comprehensive survey of airport physical characteristics, 
revenue sources and fee structures.


Areas to Be Benchmarked:


1)


2)


3)


4)


5)


6)


7)


8)


9)


10)


ex1: Baggage Handling System Performance 


ex2: Cost per Enplaned Passenger


Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments – Worksheet 6.02


Source: Derived from Airports Council International, Airport Benchmarking to Maximize Efficiency, 2006


Step #4: Select Studies to Be Reviewed That Include Peer Airports’ Performance 
(continued) 
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Importance Areas to Be Benchmarked Weak Comparable Strong


Focus: Aircraft Operations and Safety Degree of Strength Relative to Best Competitor


Step #5: Summarize Results of Competitive Benchmarking Analysis


Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments – Worksheet 6.02


Importance Areas to Be Benchmarked Weak Comparable Strong


Focus: Aircraft/Passenger Activity Degree of Strength Relative to Best Competitor


Please print this page to complete this section.
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Importance Areas to Be Benchmarked Weak Comparable Strong


Focus: Productivity and Efficiency Degree of Strength Relative to Best Competitor


Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments – Worksheet 6.02


Step #5: Summarize Results of Competitive Benchmarking Analysis (continued)


Importance Areas to Be Benchmarked Weak Comparable Strong


ex. Baggage Handling System Performance X


Focus: Facilities Degree of Strength Relative to Best Competitor


Please print this page to complete this section.
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Focus: Retail Concessions Degree of Strength Relative to Best Competitor


Chapter 6: Scanning the Environment and Predicting Developments – Worksheet 6.02


Step #5: Summarize Results of Competitive Benchmarking Analysis (continued)


Importance Areas to Be Benchmarked Weak Comparable Strong


Importance Areas to Be Benchmarked Weak Comparable Strong


Focus: Service Quality and Customer Safisfaction Degree of Strength Relative to Best Competitor


Please print this page to complete this section.
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Step #5: Summarize Results of Competitive Benchmarking Analysis (continued)


Importance Areas to Be Benchmarked Weak Comparable Strong


Cost per Enplaned Passenger X


Focus: Finance, Rates and Charges Degree of Strength Relative to Best Competitor
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External Opportunities &  
Threat Identification
External opportunities are favorable outside factors the organization can 


leverage to better fulfill its mission, vision, and mandates. External threats are 


unfavorable outside factors that might hinder the pursuit of the organization’s 


mission, vision, and mandates. Each member of the planning team should 


complete Steps #1 and #2 of the worksheet and, once completed, discuss their 


results. The planning team should jointly complete Step #3 of the worksheet.


Worksheet 6.03


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008.
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Step #1: How Can You Identify Your Organization’s Potential Opportunities? 


Economic                                                                         


What economic trends might have a positive impact on the airport’s activity (interest rates, inflation, fuel price, energy 


availability, disposable income, etc.)? 


Opportunity Impact
Ex. The airport service region’s economy is booming, leading to 
increased disposable income.


Ex. Enplaned passenger numbers are likely to increase and 
opportunities may exist to increase non-aeronautical revenues.


1) 1)


2) 2)


3) 3)


4) 4)


5) 5)


Technological


What technological developments or trends are affecting or could affect the aviation/airport industry?  


 


Opportunity Impact
Ex. The introduction of very light jets (VLJs) could lead to 
increased general aviation activity at the airport. 


Ex. Our airport could begin marketing our services to VLJ 
operators.


1) 1)


2) 2)


3) 3)


4) 4)


5) 5)
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Federal and Local Government


What regulatory changes are possible? What will their impact be on our our airport?  


 


Opportunity Impact
Ex. The President will likely sign the FAA’s 4-year reauthorization 
bill into law in the coming year. 


Ex. Our airport may be able to apply for an increase in our PFC 
level.


1) 1)


2) 2)


3) 3)


4) 4)


5) 5)


Sociocultural


What demographic trends will affect the market size of the aviation/airport industry (e.g., population growth rate, shifts in 


income distribution, population shifts)? Do these trends represent an opportunity?


 


Opportunity Impact
Ex. More people from the Midwest are building second homes in 
the airport service region. 


Ex. This may lead to increased demand for air service on the 
weekend and during peak vacation season. 


1) 1)


2) 2)


3) 3)


4) 4)


5) 5)
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Future Events


What other key trends or events have the potential to impact the organization’s strategy?


Opportunity Impact
Ex. The city will host the Olympic Games in 4 years. Ex. Our terminal modernization program may need to be sped up 


to meet the needs of the large volume of travelers.


1) 1)


2) 2)


3) 3)


4) 4)


5) 5)
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Step #2: How Can You Identify Your Organization’s Potential Threats? 


Economic                                                                         


What economic trends might have a negative impact on the airport’s activity (interest rates, inflation, fuel price, energy 


availability, disposable income, etc.)? 


 


Threat Impact
Ex. Upward pressure on fuel prices will continue. Ex. This trend may lead to reduced flight training operations at 


the airport.


1) 1)


2) 2)


3) 3)


4) 4)


5) 5)


What technological developments or trends are affecting or could affect the aviation/airport industry?


Threat Impact
Ex. The legacy carriers are reducing their 50-seat regional jet 
operations because of the fuel inefficiency of the aircraft.


Ex. Air service at the airport to smaller communities could be 
affected. 


1) 1)


2) 2)


3) 3)


4) 4)


5) 5)


Technological
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Step #2: How Can You Identify Your Organization’s Potential Threats? (continued) 


Federal and Local Government


What regulatory changes are possible? What will their impact be on our airport? Are there political or government  


stability risks? 


 


Threat Impact
Ex. The local government will likely require the airport be self-
sufficient by 2010. 


Ex. This means that general obligation bonds will not be a viable 
future funding source.


1) 1)


2) 2)


3) 3)


4) 4)


5) 5)


Sociocultural


What demographic trends will affect the market size of the aviation/airport industry (e.g., population growth rate, shifts in 


income distribution, population shifts)? Do these trends represent an opportunity?


 


Threat Impact
Ex. Increased awareness of the environmental impact of airline 
travel could lead some consumers to take fewer trips by air. 


Ex. This could have a negative impact on the airport’s projected 
traffic growth as a significant percentage of the population in the 
airport service region are environmentally conscious.


1) 1)


2) 2)


3) 3)


4) 4)


5) 5)
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Future Events


What other key trends or events have the potential to impact the organization’s strategy?


Threat Impact
Ex. The local military base is scheduled to close in 2011.  Ex. This may lead to fewer jobs in the area and reduced demand 


for airline travel.


1) 1)


2) 2)


3) 3)


4) 4)


5) 5)
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Step #3: Summarize Results 
List your organization’s key opportunities and threats based on the answers provided in Steps #1 and #2.


Opportunities Threats
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SWOT Matrix
Using the outcomes of the Internal Assessment (Worksheet 6.01), Competitor 


Benchmarking Analysis (Worksheet 6.02), and External Opportunities and 


Threat Identification (Worksheet 6.03) worksheets, the planning team should 


develop a SWOT matrix. This matrix will help the planning team visualize the 


results of the previous analyses.  An effective strategic plan is based on a strong 


“fit” between an airport’s internal resources (strengths and weaknesses) and 


its external situation (opportunities and threats). A good “fit” maximizes an 


airport’s strengths and opportunities and minimizes its weaknesses and threats. 


         


Worksheet 6.04


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008.
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O


W


T


S
Strengths Weaknesses


Ex. The airport has significantly lower airline cost per enplaned 
passenger relative to its competitor airports.


Ex. The airport’s customer satisfaction rankings are low.


Opportunities Threats
Ex. The airport service region’s economy is booming, leading to 
increased disposable income.


Ex: The military base, which a key contributor to the local 
economy, is likely to close in the future. 


Ex
te


rn
al 


 
In


te
rn


al
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Scenario Planning
A scenario is a description of events based upon carefully constructed 


projections about the future external environment that an organization may 


face. Scenario planning is an attempt to define the potential impacts that these 


different environments might have on the organization.  Its purpose is to assist 


the organization with developing a set of strategies that are adaptable to a range 


of future external environments.  The planning team should use this worksheet 


to assess a range of scenarios and their potential impacts on the organization.


Worksheet 6.05


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008.
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Step #1: What Future Events and Trends Could Affect the Organization?
Make assumptions regarding future events and trends that could affect the organization.


Step #2: How Could These Events or Trends Affect the Organization?
Make assumptions on how these events or trends might affect the organization. Describe the conditions for the organization under 


the best-case, worst-case and most likely scenarios.


Step #3: How Can We Summarize the Effects of These Events or Trends?
Once assumptions regarding future events and trends that could affect the organization and their potential impact on the 


organization have been made, the planning team should write a brief summary of what overall conditions may be like for the 


organization under all of the best-case, worst-case and most likely scenarios.


Ex. Airline Restructuring


Step #1: 


Merger of United and US Airways.


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario: No loss of service to current hub cities.


Worst Case Scenario: Loss of service to 2 current hub cities.


Most Likely Scenario: Loss of service to 1 current hub city.


Ex. Human Resources


Step #1: 


One-fifth of senior executives and department leaders are eligible to retire over the next 2 years.


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario: Retirements will be spread evenly over the next 2 years and not all will retire.


Worst Case Scenario: All eligible employees will retire immediately after they are eligible.


Most Likely Scenario: Some eligible employees will retire, and the retirements will be compressed into a short time period.


Step #3: 


Conditions Under All 
Best Case Scenarios:


Airline consolidation will not immediately impact our revenue stream, loss of human capital will be 


manageable and gradual.


Conditions Under All 
Worst Case Scenarios:


Airline consolidation will significantly impact our revenue stream, but will be partially offset by 


reduced operating expenses from rapid retirements.


Conditions Under All 
Most Likely Scenarios:


Airline consolidation will slightly impact our revenue stream, but we will need to prepare for 


potential waves of retirements.
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Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 
Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 
Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 


Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


Economic Weakness/Strength Ex. Economic recession following the September 11, 2001, events.
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Technological Developments/Trends Ex. The introduction of very light jets.
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Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 
Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 
Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 


Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:
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Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 
Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 
Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 


Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


Regulatory Changes Ex. Required screening of passengers, carry-on, checked bags.
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Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 
Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 
Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 


Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


Airline Restructuring Ex. Merger of United and US Airways.
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Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 
Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 
Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 


Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


Public Support Ex. Local politicians not supporting the airport’s development program.
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Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 
Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 
Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 


Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


Governance Ex. Transfer of the airport’s governance structure from city to single purpose authority.
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Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 
Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 
Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 


Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


Population and Economic Base Ex. Shutdown of major locally headquartered businesses.
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Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 
Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 
Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


 


Step #1: 


Step #2: 


Best Case Scenario:


Worst Case Scenario:


Most Likely Scenario:


Human Resources Ex. Impact of “baby boomer” retirements.
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Step #3:


Conditions Under All Best Case Scenarios:


 


Conditions Under All Worst Case Scenarios:


Summary
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Summary (continued)


Step #3:


Conditions Under All Most Likely Scenarios:
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Chapter 10: Monitoring, Evaluating, and Modifying the Plan


Monitoring Implementation of 
the Strategic Plan
This worksheet will help the planning team decide who should be responsible for 


monitoring overall implementation of the plan and who should be responsible 


for ensuring that specifi c long-term and short-term objectives are achieved.  The 


worksheet will also assist with determining how frequently implementation 


status should be monitored and how results should be reported. The planning 


team should complete each step of this worksheet as a joint exercise.


Worksheet 10.01


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008.
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Step #1: Who Is Responsible for Ensuring Overall Implementation of 
               the Strategic Plan?


1)  Who is responsible for monitoring overall implementation of the strategic plan and reporting the plan’s status 
to the organization’s full board/policy making authority?


  Airport Director/Manager


  Head of planning team (please specify job title):                                                                          


  Other (please specify job title):                                                                          


2)  How often should the status of the plan’s implementation be reported to the full board/policy making 
authority?


  Quarterly


  Monthly


  Other (please specify):                                                                          


3) What form should the status report take?


  Written report


  Formal meeting


  Other (please specify):                                                                          


4) Please explain the content of whatever form is chosen:
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Step #2: Who Is Responsible for Ensuring Implementation of the Strategic Plan’s 
               Long-Term Objectives? 
If your organization does not assign separate responsibility for monitoring long-term objectives, skip to Step #3.


1)  Who is responsible for monitoring implementation of each long-term strategic objective and reporting 
the status to the individual selected in Step #1?


Long-Term Strategic Objective Individual Responsible for Monitoring (include job title)


2) How often should the status of the objectives’ implementation be reported to the individual selected in Step #1?


  Monthly


  Biweekly


  Weekly


  Other (please specify):                                                                          


3) What form should the status report take?


  Written report


  Formal meeting


  Other (please specify):                                                                          


4) Please explain the content of whatever form is chosen:
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Step #3: Who Is Responsible for Ensuring Implementation of the Strategic Plan’s 
               Short-Term Objectives? 


1) Who is responsible for monitoring implementation of each short-term strategic objective and reporting 
the status to the individual selected in Step #1 or #2?


Short-Term Strategic Objective
Individual Responsible for 


Monitoring (include job title)
To Whom Should the Status 


Be Reported?


2) How often should the status of the objectives’ implementation be reported to the individual selected in Step #1 or #2?


  Monthly


  Biweekly


  Weekly


  Other (please specify):                                                                          
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Step #3: Who Is Responsible for Ensuring Implementation of the Strategic Plan’s 
               Short-Term Objectives? (continued)


3) What form should the status report take?


  Written report


  Formal meeting


  Other (please specify):                                                                          


4) Please explain the content of whatever form is chosen:
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Reviewing the Implementation 
of Strategic Plan Strategies and 
Objectives and Making Necessary 
Modifications
This worksheet should be used for the periodic (usually every 6 months) 


meetings at which the planning team conducts a full review of the strategic plan 


strategies and objectives and their implementation. The planning team should 


complete each step of this worksheet as a joint exercise.    


    


Worksheet 10.02


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008, based on Bryson, 
John M., and Farnum K. Alston, Creating and Implementing 
Your Strategic Plan: A Workbook for Public and Nonprofi t 
Organizations, Second Edition, December 2005.
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Previous Strengths Current Strengths


Step #1: How Can You Review the Changes in Your Internal and External Environment?
Note any changes in your airport organization’s internal and external environment since the last review:


Previous Weaknesses Current Weaknesses


Internal Environment


Previous Opportunities Current Opportunities


Previous Threats Current Threats


External Environment
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Step #2: Have Your Strategies Been Implemented?


1) Describe the implementation status of your organization’s strategies:


2)  Have there been any impediments preventing the accomplishment of your organization’s strategies? 


Please describe:


3)  List any recommended changes to your organization’s strategies. If significant changes are necessary, it may be 


time to consider drafting a new strategic plan.
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Step #3: Have Your Long-Term Objectives Been Achieved?
1) Describe the implementation status of your organization’s long-term objectives in each pertinent functional area: 


1


2


3


4


5


2)  If progress toward accomplishing a particular long-term objective has been minimal, assess whether or not the 
objective needs to be modified using the following framework:


Long-Term 
Objective


Strengths Weaknesses
Modifications That Would Improve the 


Long-Term Objective


1


2


3


4


5
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Long-Term
Objective


Recommended Decision
(Check all that apply)


1


 Keep


 Terminate


 Replace with a new or revised objective (explain):                                                                                                   


 Extend deadline for completion (explain):                                                                                                           


 Allocate additional resources (explain):                                                                                                             


2


 Keep


 Terminate


 Replace with a new or revised objective (explain):                                                                                              


 Extend deadline for completion (explain):                                                                                                           


 Allocate additional resources (explain):                                                                                                             


3


 Keep


 Terminate


 Replace with a new or revised objective (explain):                                                                                              


 Extend deadline for completion (explain):                                                                                                           


 Allocate additional resources (explain):                                                                                                             


4


 Keep


 Terminate


 Replace with a new or revised objective (explain):                                                                                              


 Extend deadline for completion (explain):                                                                                                          


 Allocate additional resources (explain):                                                                                                             


5


 Keep


 Terminate


 Replace with a new or revised objective (explain):                                                                                              


 Extend deadline for completion (explain):                                                                                                           


 Allocate additional resources (explain):                                                                                                             


Step #3: Have Your Long-Term Objectives Been Achieved? (continued)


When fi lling out the framework above, the individual responsible for ensuring implementation of the particular 


long-term objective should also be present to provide input. If a decision is made to replace with a new or revised objective, 


each of the short-term objectives and performance metrics that relate to the long-term objective need to be revised.
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Step #4: Have Your Short-Term Objectives Been Achieved?
1)  Describe the implementation status of your organization’s short-term objectives. Have performance metrics 


set for each of the short-term objectives been met?  


 1


 2


 3


 4


 5


 6


 7


 8


 9


10


11


12


13


14


15
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Step #4: Have Your Short-Term Objectives Been Achieved? (continued)
2 )  If progress toward accomplishing a particular short-term objective has been minimal, assess whether or not 


the objective needs to be modified using the following framework:


Short-Term 
Objective


Strengths Weaknesses
Modifications That Would Improve the 


Short-Term Objective


1


2


3


4


5


6


7


8


9


10
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Short-Term 
Objective


Strengths Weaknesses
Modifications That Would Improve the 


Short-Term Objective


11


12


13


14


15


Step #4: Have Your Short-Term Objectives Been Achieved? (continued)
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Short-Term
Objective


Recommended Decision
(Check all that apply)


1


 Keep


 Terminate


 Replace with a new or revised objective (explain):                                                                                                


 Extend deadline for completion (explain):                                                                                                             


 Allocate additional resources (explain):                                                                                                               


 Replace with a new or revised performance metric (explain):                                                                                


2


 Keep


 Terminate


 Replace with a new or revised objective (explain):                                                                                                


 Extend deadline for completion (explain):                                                                                                             


 Allocate additional resources (explain):                                                                                                               


 Replace with a new or revised performance metric (explain):                                                                                


3


 Keep


 Terminate


 Replace with a new or revised objective (explain):                                                                                                


 Extend deadline for completion (explain):                                                                                                             


 Allocate additional resources (explain):                                                                                                               


 Replace with a new or revised performance metric (explain):                                                                                


4


 Keep


 Terminate


 Replace with a new or revised objective (explain):                                                                                                


 Extend deadline for completion (explain):                                                                                                             


 Allocate additional resources (explain):                                                                                                               


 Replace with a new or revised performance metric (explain):                                                                                


5


 Keep


 Terminate


 Replace with a new or revised objective (explain):                                                                                                


 Extend deadline for completion (explain):                                                                                                             


 Allocate additional resources (explain):                                                                                                               


 Replace with a new or revised performance metric (explain):                                                                                


Step #4: Have Your Short-Term Objectives Been Achieved? (continued)
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Short-Term
Objective


Recommended Decision
(Check all that apply)


6


 Keep


 Terminate


 Replace with a new or revised objective (explain):                                                                                                


 Extend deadline for completion (explain):                                                                                                             


 Allocate additional resources (explain):                                                                                                               


 Replace with a new or revised performance metric (explain):                                                                                


7


 Keep


 Terminate


 Replace with a new or revised objective (explain):                                                                                                


 Extend deadline for completion (explain):                                                                                                             


 Allocate additional resources (explain):                                                                                                               


 Replace with a new or revised performance metric (explain):                                                                                
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 Keep


 Terminate


 Replace with a new or revised objective (explain):                                                                                                


 Extend deadline for completion (explain):                                                                                                             


 Allocate additional resources (explain):                                                                                                               


 Replace with a new or revised performance metric (explain):                                                                                
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 Keep


 Terminate


 Replace with a new or revised objective (explain):                                                                                                


 Extend deadline for completion (explain):                                                                                                             


 Allocate additional resources (explain):                                                                                                               


 Replace with a new or revised performance metric (explain):                                                                                
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 Keep


 Terminate


 Replace with a new or revised objective (explain):                                                                                                


 Extend deadline for completion (explain):                                                                                                             


 Allocate additional resources (explain):                                                                                                               


 Replace with a new or revised performance metric (explain):                                                                                


Step #4: Have Your Short-Term Objectives Been Achieved? (continued)
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Short-Term
Objective


Recommended Decision
(Check all that apply)
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 Terminate


 Replace with a new or revised objective (explain):                                                                                                
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 Terminate


 Replace with a new or revised objective (explain):                                                                                                


 Extend deadline for completion (explain):                                                                                                             


 Allocate additional resources (explain):                                                                                                               
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 Keep


 Terminate


 Replace with a new or revised objective (explain):                                                                                                


 Extend deadline for completion (explain):                                                                                                             


 Allocate additional resources (explain):                                                                                                               


 Replace with a new or revised performance metric (explain):                                                                                


Step #4: Have Your Short-Term Objectives Been Achieved? (continued)


When fi lling out the framework above, the individual responsible for ensuring implementation of the particular 


short-term objective should also be present to provide input. If signifi cant changes are made to the short-term objective, 


the planning team may choose to revise the action plan associated with the objective or delegate this responsibility to the 


individual responsible for ensuring the implementation of the particular short-term objective.
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Chapter 3: Creating a Process Plan and Road Map


Initiating the Strategic Planning 
Process
The worksheet will assist the reader with determining if the strategic planning 


process should be initiated and with establishing the reasons for initiating the 


strategic planning process. 


Worksheet 3.01


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008, based on Valeo 
Consulting Strategy Deployment Readiness Assessment, http://
isixsigma.vismetrics.com/strategy/survey.pl
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Step #1: Do We Need to Initiate the Strategic Planning Process? 
To score your organization (i.e., airport or airport system), please indicate your answer for each statement below.


Next add up the totals. If your total is less than 18, your organization may not need a strategic plan. If your total is 18 or 


more, your organization may need to initiate the strategic planning process.


 Definitely Maybe
Definitely 


Not


1) The organization has a clear vision of what it wants to achieve and there is consensus
about this vision. 0 1 2


2) The current mission statement of the organization reflects clearly what the organization 
does, for whom, and why it is important. 0 1 2


3) All employees have a clear understanding of the organization’s mission and vision. 0 1 2


4) Organizational values are set and agreed upon. 0 1 2


5) The organization has clear and specific objectives that it wants to achieve. 0 1 2


6) The organization has prioritized its objectives. 0 1 2


7) Key performance indicators have been set and are being monitored. 0 1 2


8) The external environment in which the organization operates is relatively stable. There have 
been no major changes in the past year and no major changes are expected in the future. 0 1 2


9) The organization’s last strategic plan is fairly recent. 0 1 2


10) Departments are aware of each other’s contribution to the success of the organization. 0 1 2


11) Cooperation between departments impacts our organization’s performance in a positive way. 0 1 2


12) There is a clear link between strategy and business processes. 0 1 2


13) Performance data are a standard element of regular organizational reporting. 0 1 2


14) Performance management is conducted at the departmental level. 0 1 2


15) Leadership is actively involved in communicating the strategy to staff. 0 1 2


16) The organization’s strategy is defined in measurable, operational terms. 0 1 2


17) The strategy accurately describes how our organization will compete in the marketplace. 0 1 2


18) Organizational objectives can realistically be achieved. 0 1 2


0


Chapter 3: Creating a Process Plan and Road Map – Worksheet 3.01
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Step #2: Why Should We Initiate the Process?
Describe each reason for initiating the strategic planning process and include any supporting evidence.


Reason #0:
Example: The majority of employees don’t have a clear understanding of the organization’s mission and vision. Individuals 


in a variety of departments have expressed confusion about the direction in which the organization is heading in daily 


work-related conversations and during their performance reviews.


Reason #1:


Reason #2:


Reason #3:


Reason #4:
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Readiness Criteria Questionnaire
Before your organization begins the strategic planning process, you should 


evaluate your organization’s readiness to begin strategic planning activities. 


Answering the questions on the following page will guide you in making this 


decision. 


Worksheet 3.02


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008, based on Authenticity 
Consulting, LLC, Field Guide to Nonprofi t Strategic Planning and 
Facilitation, Third Edition, December 2007; and Bryson, John M., and 
Farnum K. Alston, Creating and Implementing Your Strategic Plan: 
A Workbook for Public and Nonprofi t Organizations, Second Edition, 
December 2005.
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Are We Ready for Strategic Planning Activities?
Check whether you think each readiness criterion below has been met. If “Yes” answers have been checked for at least 8 of 


10 criteria below, your organization is ready to begin strategic planning activities. For those criteria that have not been met, 


indicate in the “Resolution/Action” space provided what needs to be done to meet the criteria. Consider addressing these 


questions before beginning strategic planning activities by creating an action plan. Execute that plan and set a schedule for 


resuming strategic planning.


 


1)    Board members/policy makers are willing to be involved in top-level planning.  


  Resolution/Action: 


 2) The process is within our mandate.  


  Resolution/Action: 


 3) Resources are available for the planning process.  


  Resolution/Action: 


 4) Resources are likely to be available to implement the plan.  


  Resolution/Action: 


 5) Board members/policy makers and staff (and/or the strategic planning team) will find time 
      for planning.  


  Resolution/Action: 


 6) Staff will be available to implement the plan.  


  Resolution/Action: 


 7) There have not been any recent changes to the organization's top management positions.  


  Resolution/Action: 


 8) No major changes are expected in the organization during the strategic planning process.  


  Resolution/Action: 


 9) Serious internal conflicts do not exist.  


  Resolution/Action: 


 10)  Benefits will outweigh the costs and the process will create real value for the organization 
and stakeholders.  


  Resolution/Action: 


Readiness Criteria Yes No
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Project Scope and Leadership Selection
The following questionnaire will help the reader determine the scope of the 


strategic plan, who should oversee the strategic planning process, and who 


should be leading and facilitating the strategic planning process.


Worksheet 3.03


ACRP Report 20: 
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Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008, based on Authenticity 
Consulting, LLC, Field Guide to Nonprofi t Strategic Planning and 
Facilitation, Third Edition, December 2007; and Bryson, John M., and 
Farnum K. Alston, Creating and Implementing Your Strategic Plan: 
A Workbook for Public and Nonprofi t Organizations, Second Edition, 
December 2005.
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What Is the Scope of the Strategic Plan and Who Should Lead and Facilitate the 
Strategic Planning Process?
For each question below, please check all boxes that apply.


1)  Define the scope of the strategic plan. For which of the following entities will the strategic plan be developed?


   An airport system (a common plan for multiple airports)


   An airport system (a separate strategic plan for each airport)


   An individual airport


   The governing body or management entity for an individual airport


 2) What period of time will the plan cover?


   1 year


   2 years


   5 years


   10 years


    20 years


    Other: 


 3) Who is the target audience for the strategic plan? 


   Community leaders


   Airport staff


   Federal Aviation Administration 


   Chief Executive Officer (Airport Director/Airport Manager)


   Other:


 4) Who is sponsoring the strategic planning process?


   Chief Executive Officer (Airport Director/Airport Manager)


   Department leader(s)


   Policy board member(s) (the airport’s governing body)


   External stakeholder(s)


   Other:


Determine the Scope
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 5) Who will lead the strategic planning effort?


   Chief Executive Officer (Airport Director/Airport Manager)


   Department leader(s)


   Policy board member(s) (the airport’s governing body)


   Other stakeholder(s):


   Consultant(s) 


   Other:


 6) Who should be on the strategic planning team?


   Chief Executive Officer (Airport Director)


   Department leader(s)


   Policy board member(s) (the airport’s governing body)


   Other stakeholder(s):


   Consultant(s) 


   Airport staff


   Other:


 7) How many hours will the strategic planning team be able to dedicate to the process every month as a group
      or individually?


   2 to 4 hours


   5 to 8 hours


   9 to 16 hours


   17 to 32 hours


   32+ hours 


 8) Will we hire a consultant to facilitate the process?


   Yes. Refer to Worksheet 3.06, “Scoring Guide for Selecting an External Facilitator” for further details


   No


   Unsure


What Is the Scope of the Strategic Plan and Who Should Lead and Facilitate the 
Strategic Planning Process? (continued)
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Establish Schedule
Set a tentative schedule for your planning activities using the following 


worksheet. Depending on the complexity of your organization, the number of 


stakeholders that will be involved, and the number of staff that will be available, 


the number of scheduled planning activities will vary. 


Worksheet 3.04


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008, based on Authenticity 
Consulting, LLC, Field Guide to Nonprofi t Strategic Planning and 
Facilitation, Third Edition, December 2007.
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What Is Our Schedule?
Typical planning activities include: preplanning workshop; retreat with board members or policy makers to discuss mission, 


vision, and values statement; half-day workshop to conduct external analysis; half-day workshop to conduct internal analysis; 


meeting(s) to identify strategic issues and determine generic and grand strategies; meeting(s) to set long and short-term 


objectives and defi ne an action plan to achieve them; meeting(s) to set key performance indicators; meeting with the airport’s 


governing body for approval; and a conference to discuss the approved plan.


Planning Activity Approximate Dates Anticipated Location


Anticipated Preparatory Work


Planning Activity Approximate Dates Anticipated Location


Anticipated Preparatory Work


Planning Activity Approximate Dates Anticipated Location


Anticipated Preparatory Work
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What Is Our Schedule? (continued)


Planning Activity Approximate Dates Anticipated Location


Anticipated Preparatory Work


Planning Activity Approximate Dates Anticipated Location


Anticipated Preparatory Work


Planning Activity Approximate Dates Anticipated Location


Anticipated Preparatory Work
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What Is Our Schedule? (continued)


Planning Activity Approximate Dates Anticipated Location


Anticipated Preparatory Work


Planning Activity Approximate Dates Anticipated Location


Anticipated Preparatory Work


Planning Activity Approximate Dates Anticipated Location


Anticipated Preparatory Work
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Stakeholder Identification
and Involvement  
Using this worksheet, identify the organization’s internal and external 


stakeholders and decide how they should be involved in the process. 


Worksheet 3.05


ACRP Report 20: 
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Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008, based on Authenticity 
Consulting, LLC, Field Guide to Nonprofi t Strategic Planning and 
Facilitation, Third Edition, December 2007; and Bryson, John M., and 
Farnum K. Alston, Creating and Implementing Your Strategic Plan: 
A Workbook for Public and Nonprofi t Organizations, Second Edition, 
December 2005.
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Who Are Our Stakeholders and How Should They Be Involved?
Place an X in the box indicating the level of involvement and indicate in parentheses at which stage of the planning process 


the stakeholder group will be involved.  For those stakeholders that will be consulted, indicate potential questions to ask. Also 


indicate the information needs of each stakeholder group.


Internal


Stakeholder Group Stakeholder Name Inform Consult Involve
Collaborate


(Planning Team 
Member)


BOARD OF DIRECTORS/POLICY MAKERS 


Potential Questions to Ask: Communication Delivery Method:


Information Needs: Date/Frequency of Event:


SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM


Potential Questions to Ask: Communication Delivery Method:


Information Needs: Date/Frequency of Event:


DEPARTMENT LEADERS


Potential Questions to Ask: Communication Delivery Method:


Information Needs: Date/Frequency of Event:
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Who Are Our Stakeholders and How Should They Be Involved? (continued)


Internal


Stakeholder Group Stakeholder Name Inform Consult Involve
Collaborate


(Planning Team 
Member)


AIRPORT STAFF


Potential Questions to Ask: Communication Delivery Method:


Information Needs: Date/Frequency of Event:
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Who Are Our Stakeholders and How Should They Be Involved? (continued)


External


Stakeholder Group Stakeholder Name Inform Consult Involve
Collaborate


(Planning Team 
Member)


AIRLINES 


Potential Questions to Ask: Communication Delivery Method:


Information Needs: Date/Frequency of Event:


OTHER AIRPORT TENANTS


Potential Questions to Ask: Communication Delivery Method:


Information Needs: Date/Frequency of Event:


PASSENGERS


Potential Questions to Ask: Communication Delivery Method:


Information Needs: Date/Frequency of Event:
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External


Stakeholder Group Stakeholder Name Inform Consult Involve
Collaborate


(Planning Team 
Member)


VENDORS


Potential Questions to Ask: Communication Delivery Method:


Information Needs: Date/Frequency of Event:


FEDERAL/STATE/REGIONAL/LOCAL GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVES


Potential Questions to Ask: Communication Delivery Method:


Information Needs: Date/Frequency of Event:


FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION (FAA) AND DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (DOT)


Potential Questions to Ask: Communication Delivery Method:


Information Needs: Date/Frequency of Event:


Who Are Our Stakeholders and How Should They Be Involved? (continued)
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Who Are Our Stakeholders and How Should They Be Involved? (continued)


External


Stakeholder Group Stakeholder Name Inform Consult Involve
Collaborate


(Planning Team 
Member)


DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY (DHS)


Potential Questions to Ask: Communication Delivery Method:


Information Needs: Date/Frequency of Event:


STATE AND LOCAL REGULATORY AGENCIES


Potential Questions to Ask: Communication Delivery Method:


Information Needs: Date/Frequency of Event:


NONGOVERNMENTAL/PUBLIC INTEREST ORGANIZATIONS


Potential Questions to Ask: Communication Delivery Method:


Information Needs: Date/Frequency of Event:
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Who Are Our Stakeholders and How Should They Be Involved? (continued)


External


Stakeholder Group Stakeholder Name Inform Consult Involve
Collaborate


(Planning Team 
Member)


LOCAL BUSINESS/COMMUNITY LEADERS


Potential Questions to Ask: Communication Delivery Method:


Information Needs: Date/Frequency of Event:


OTHERS


Potential Questions to Ask: Communication Delivery Method:


Information Needs: Date/Frequency of Event:
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Scoring Guide for Selecting an 
External Facilitator 
Use the following worksheet to rank the facilitators you will be interviewing. 


Weighting for each criterion should be determined relative to the needs of your 


organization. 


Worksheet 3.06


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008.
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Who Is Best Suited to Be Our External Facilitator?


Company


Potential Criteria: A B C D E


Ability of the individual or firm to meet basic minimum requirements for this process.


Experience in overseeing strategic planning processes (qualifications).


Degree to which the individual or firm understands the organization and the purpose 
for this strategic planning process.


Availability.


Reputation with previous clients (reference evaluation).


Optional - price proposal (cost).


Other: A B C D E


Understanding of the organization’s values and dynamics.


Understanding of the airport environment.


Understanding of organizational behavior.


Commitment to meeting deadlines.


Commitment to help your organization reach its desired outcome.


TOTAL:


Once you have found the right person or fi rm, defi ne the scope of work for the facilitator so that there is no miscommunication 


about what is expected. 


Chapter 3: Creating a Process Plan and Road Map – Worksheet 3.06
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Chapter 5: Defining and Articulating the Organization’s Mission, Vision, and Values


Worksheet 5.01


Developing a Mission Statement for 
Your Organization
A mission statement is a concise statement of an organization’s business strategy, 


developed from the perspective of an organization’s customers, that should fi t 


with the vision for the business.  The mission statement addresses the following 


three core questions: 1) What do we do? 2) How do we do it? and 3) For whom do 


we do it?  Each member of the planning team should complete  Steps #1 through 


#5 of the worksheet. Once each member has drafted a mission statement, the 


individual mission statements should then be compared and a mission statement 


for the organization should be jointly drafted by completing the entire worksheet. 


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008, based on Bryson, 
John M., and Farnum K. Alston, Creating and Implementing 
Your Strategic Plan: A Workbook for Public and Nonprofi t 
Organizations, Second Edition, December 2005.
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Step #1: What Guiding Questions Need to Be Answered?


1) Do we currently have a mission statement?   Does the mission statement reflect the three core questions 
discussed on the previous page?  Is our current mission statement outdated?


2) What are the basic needs our organization exists to fill?  What is the economic impact of the organization?


3) What role does our organization play in addressing these needs?  What mandates drive our organization? 


4) How should our organization fulfill this role?  What is our competitive advantage?


5) Who are our key stakeholders and how should we respond to them?  What adjectives best define our 
organization’s users and passengers?  How is our airport service region presently defined?


6) If a mission statement currently exists, what changes should be made to the existing statement?


Chapter 5: Defining and Articulating the Organization’s Mission, Vision, and Values – Worksheet 5.01
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Step #2: How Do We Draft a Mission Statement? 


Review your answers to the guiding questions and draft a mission statement for your organization:


Example: “We are dedicated to developing and managing Bradley International Airport in a way that allows it to 


capitalize on and improve further its reputation as one of the best airports in the United States.” *


Chapter 5: Defining and Articulating the Organization’s Mission, Vision, and Values – Worksheet 5.01


* While this is the Airport’s actual mission statement, the rest of the example is purely hypothetical. 
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Step #3: How Can You Evaluate Your Mission Statement?
Check the boxes that apply:


 


 1) …is realistic.   


 2) …is clear and concise.   


 3) …is specific and sharply focused (management and staff can reference).   


 4) …demonstrates a commitment to serving the public good.   


 5) …is focused on satisfying the needs of stakeholders.   


 6) …answers the three core questions: 


         —What do we do?   


          — How do we do it?   


          — For whom do we do it?   


 7)  …is powerful and inspires employee commitment.   


 8)  …is based on our organization’s competitive advantage.   


The Mission Statement... Yes No Somewhat


Step #4: Can You List Possible Changes to Your Mission Statement? 


Based on the evaluation in Step #3, write down any possible changes you would like to make to your mission statement.


  ex. The mission statement should mention the economic benefi ts the airport provides to the region.


  ex. The mission statement should address the key operating functions of the airport.


  ex. To be one of the “best” airports in the United States is too vague a goal.
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Step #5: How Can You Redraft Your Mission Statement? 


Redraft your mission statement based on the changes identifi ed in Step #4.


ex. We will develop and manage Bradley International Airport in a way that allows us to provide the highest quality 


facilities, service, and public safety for the citizens of Hartford, Connecticut, and Southern Massachusetts region. Our 


progress 


will be measured by the economic impact the Airport has on the region’s economy and through positive results on 


customer/user satisfaction surveys.


Step #6: Seek Inside and Outside Review
Establish a focus group of staff-level airport employees to critique your mission statement. Redraft your mission statement 


based on their input if necessary. 


Ask three people outside your organization to critique your mission statement. These reviewers should have varying levels of 


familiarity with the issues your organization faces. Redraft your mission statement based on their input if necessary.
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Defining a Vision for Your Organization
A vision statement answers the question of what an organization should look 


like 5 to 10 years into the future.  This statement should provide a roadmap for 


the organization’s future including the direction the organization is headed, 


the customer focus the organization should have, the market position the 


organization should try to occupy, the business activities the organization plans 


to pursue, and the capabilities the organization plans to develop. Each member 


of the planning team should complete Steps #1 through #4 of the worksheet.  The 


planning team should jointly complete Steps #5 through #7 of the worksheet.


Worksheet 5.02


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008, based on Bryson, 
John M., and Farnum K. Alston, Creating and Implementing 
Your Strategic Plan: A Workbook for Public and Nonprofi t 
Organizations, Second Edition, December 2005.
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Step #1: How Would You Describe the Present State of Your Organization?
Describe the present state of your organization in each of the following categories:


Mission or Role Services Provided Competitive Advantage


User and Passenger Base Airport Service Region Available Resources


Workforce Organizational Structure Organizational Culture


Business Processes External Relations and Support Other
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Step #2: How Would You Describe the Future State of Your Organization? 
Describe the desired state of your organization 5 to 10 years into the future in each of the following categories:


Mission or Role Services Provided Competitive Advantage


User and Passenger Base Airport Service Region Available Resources


Workforce Organizational Structure Organizational Culture


Business Processes External Relations and Support Other
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Step #3: Where Are the Gaps between the Present and Desired Future State 
               of Your Organization?
Note the gaps between the present and desired future state of your organization in each of the following categories:


Mission or Role Services Provided Competitive Advantage


User and Passenger Base Airport Service Region Available Resources


Workforce Organizational Structure Organizational Culture


Business Processes External Relations and Support Other
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Step #4: How Can You Evaluate Your Existing Vision Statement?


 1) Do we currently have a vision statement? Is our vision statement outdated?


 2) If a vision statement currently exists, what changes should be made to the existing statement?


Step #5: How Can You Jointly Draft a Vision Statement? 
The planning team should convene a meeting where the results from the individual planning team members’ completion of 


Steps #1 through #4 are used to jointly draft a vision statement.
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Step #6: How Can You Evaluate the Vision Statement?
The planning team should jointly determine if the vision statement meets the following criteria. 


Check the boxes that apply:


 1) …is realistic.   


 2) …is clear and concise.   


 3) …provides a picture of what our organization should look like 
          5-10 years from now.   


 4) …is powerful, ambitious, and inspires employee commitment.   


 5) …clarifies the customer focus our organization should have.   


 6) …clarifies the market position our organization should try to occupy.   


 7) …clarifies the business activities our organization plans to pursue.   


 8)  …clarifies the capabilities our organization plans to develop.   


 9)  …builds upon our organization’s competitive advantage.   


Step #7: How Can You Make Changes to Your Vision Statement and Redraft? 
The planning team should then follow Steps #4 through #6 of the mission statement worksheet.


The Vision Statement... Yes No Somewhat
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Drafting a Values Statement for 
Your Organization
A values statement describes the way that an organization will conduct itself, 


both internally and externally, while engaging in its business activities.  The 


statement should answer the following three questions: 1) How should our 


organization treat external stakeholders?  2) How should we treat our fellow 


employees? 3) How do we want our organization to be viewed by our external 


stakeholders and employees?  Each member of the planning team should 


complete Steps #1 through #4. The planning team should jointly complete Steps 


#5 through #7. 


Worksheet 5.03


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008, based on Bryson, 
John M., and Farnum K. Alston, Creating and Implementing 
Your Strategic Plan: A Workbook for Public and Nonprofi t 
Organizations, Second Edition, December 2005.
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Step #1: How Can You Take Inventory of Your Current Values?
Describe what you think your organization’s core values are at present:


Value Visible Quantifiable Both Is There a Downside to This Value?


ex. Appreciation of others X


ex. Professionalism X


ex. Long hours work ethic X Employee burnout


Step #2: Can You Generate Additional Values?
List any additional values you would like to see your organization adopt:


Step #3: What Are Your Organization’s Most Desired Values?
From the values generated in Steps #1 and #2, rank the top 5 values you would like to see reflected in the 
values statement:


1)


2)


3)


4)


5)
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Step #4: How Can You Evaluate Your Existing Values Statement?


 1) Do we currently have a values statement? Is our values statement outdated?


 2) If a values statement currently exists, what changes should be made to the existing statement?


Step #5: How Can You Jointly Draft a Values Statement? 
The planning team should convene a meeting where the results from the individual planning team members’ completion 


of Steps #1 through #4 are used to jointly draft a values statement. The planning team should choose 3 or 4 of the most 


important values to be refl ected in the values statement.


Value How Should This Value Be Articulated in the Values Statement?


Draft of Values Statement:
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Step #6: How Can You Evaluate the Values Statement?
The planning team should jointly determine if the values statement meets the following criteria. 


Check the boxes that apply:


 


 1)  …is understandable to people internal and external to the organization.   


 2) … reflects our organization’s priorities regarding how external 
stakeholders should be treated.   


 3) … reflects our organization’s priorities regarding how employees
should be treated.   


 4) … depicts how our organization wants to be viewed by external stakeholders
and employees.   


The Values Statement...                                                                         Yes        No Somewhat


Step #7: How Can You Make Changes to Your Values Statement and Redraft? 
The planning team should then follow Steps #4 through #6 of the mission statement worksheet.
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Chapter 8: Formulating Short-Term Objectives and Creating Action Plans


Formulating Short-Term Objectives 
and Creating Action Plans 
This worksheet will assist the planning team with formulating short-term 


objectives and creating action plans.  An action plan specifi es who will do what 


and by when in order to achieve a particular short-term objective. This worksheet 


should be completed by the planning team for each short-term objective that will 


be included in the strategic plan.     


Worksheet 8.01


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., June 2008, based on Authenticity 
Consulting, LLC, Field Guide to Nonprofi t Strategic Planning and 
Facilitation, Third Edition, December 2007.
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This worksheet should be completed by the planning team for each short-term objective that will be included in 
the strategic plan.


Step #1: How Can You Formulate and Critique the Short-Term Objective?


1) Describe the short-term objective:


Ex. Aggressively pursue low-cost and new entrant airlines to diversify the airport’s tenant airlines and provide more 


alternatives for the public.


2) What challenges might exist in implementing the short-term objective? Explain:


Ex. The airport has a large mainline airline hub operation making the market less attractive for new entrant airlines. 


Low-cost carriers may complain about slighly increased cost per enplaned passenger due to the implementation of a 


capital improvement program.    


3) How might those challenges be overcome?


Ex. Consider establishing an air service incentive program (landing fee rebates, etc.)
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Step #1: How Can You Formulate and Critique the Short-Term Objective? (continued)


4) Does the short-term objective meet the following criteria?


  Is the short-term objective understandable and explainable?


  Is the short-term objective flexible or adaptable?


   Is the short-term objective consistent with the rest of your strategic plan?


   Does the short-term objective support the mission, vision, and values of your organization?


   Does the short-term objective have predictable and acceptable effects on stakeholders?


   Does the short-term objective consider your organization’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats?


   Is the short-term objective measurable or verifiable?


   Does the short-term objective specify what level of the organization the objective applies to (overall organization, department, etc.)?


   Is implementation of the short-term objective realistic and achievable?


   On balance, do the benefits from implementing the short-term objective outweigh the costs?


Step #2: What Is the Long-Term Objective That the Short-Term Objective Supports (If Any)?


1) Long-term objective:


Ex. Grow domestic, international, and cargo air service at rates that meet or exceed the targeted growth rates of our 


competitors in terms of passengers, operations, and new markets.  Passenger target growth rates should be set for O&D 


and connecting traffi c.
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Step #2: What Is the Long-Term Objective That the Short-Term Objective Supports (If Any)? 
               (continued)


2) Explain how the short-term objective supports the long-term objective:


Ex. Low-cost and new entrant airlines tend to grow their service at a more rapid rate than mainline airlines.


Step #3: How Can You Create an Action Plan for the Short-Term Objective?
Fill out the following:


Actions Necessary
to Achieve the 


Completion of Objective


Deadline for 
Completion of 


Actions


Party Responsible for 
Carrying Out Action Resources Required Budget 


Allocated
How Often Should 


Status Be Reported?*


Ex: Formulate air 
service incentive 


program
31-Dec-08 Manager of Air 


Service Development


80 hours of time from one staff 
employee, review of terms by outside 


counsel and senior management, 
outside creation of brochure for 


distribution


$10,000 Biweekly until task is 
competed


Ex: Attend ACI-NA 
JumpStart Conference


June of each 
year covered 


by the 
strategic plan


Manager of Air 
Service Development


100 hours of time from one staff 
employee, review of presentation to be 
given at event by senior management, 


travel budget to attend event


$8,000 
annually


Biweekly beginning 
in April each year 
until conference is 
completed at the 


end of June


*to Individual Responsible for Monitoring
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Chapter 9: Writing, Communicating, and Executing the Plan


Checklist for Determining 
Strategic Plan Content
Strategic plans vary in their content and design. Each organization can tailor its 


plan according its size and type. It is recommended that the format of the plan be 


designed so that the body of the plan can be sent to external stakeholders such as 


federal/state/local government offi cials, the general public, and local businesses 


or posted on the Internet.  In addition, the plan should include appendices that 


provide the details of the analysis and information that is more confi dential 


in nature.  These appendices would only be distributed internally.  Use this 


worksheet to defi ne what to include in your organization’s strategic plan and 


whom to distribute it to. 


Worksheet 9.01


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008.
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Include To be included in: To be distributed to:


Internal Stakeholders


Element Yes No
The Body of 


the Plan Appendices
Frontline 


Employees
Department 


Leaders
Policy 
Board


Senior 
Management 


Team *
External 


Stakeholders


Airport Director/Manager/CEO’s 
Foreword Letter/ Introduction X X X X X X


Airport Operating Environment 
and Organizational Description X X X X X X
State of the Aviation/Airport 
Industry and Future Trends X X X X X X


Mission Statement X X X X X X


Vision Statement X X X X X X


Values Statement X X X X X X


Mandates X X X X X X
Environmental Analysis/
Strategic Analysis Data X X X


Strategic Issues X X X X X X


Generic and Grand Strategies X X X X X X


Long-Term Objectives X X X X X X


Short-Term Objectives X X X X X X
Action and Resources 


Allocation Plan X X X X
Key Performance Indicators 


(KPI) and Targets X X X


Monitoring and Evaluation Plan X X X


Communication Plan X X


X   Recommendation based on online survey results and focus group discussions                                              * CEO or equivalent


Example:


X


X


X


X


X


X


X


X


X


X


X


X


X


X


X


X
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Include To be included in: To be distributed to:


Internal Stakeholders


Element Yes No
The Body of 


the Plan Appendices
Frontline 


Employees
Department 


Leaders
Policy 
Board


Senior 
Management 


Team *
External 


Stakeholders


Airport Director/Manager/CEO’s 
Foreword Letter/ Introduction


Airport Operating Environment 
and Organizational Description


State of the Aviation/Airport 
Industry and Future Trends


Mission Statement


Vision Statement


Values Statement


Mandates


Environmental Analysis/
Strategic Analysis Data


Strategic Issues


Generic and Grand Strategies


Long-Term Objectives


Short-Term Objectives


Action and Resources 
Allocation Plan


Key Performance Indicators 
(KPI) and Targets


Monitoring and Evaluation Plan


Communication Plan


                                            * CEO or equivalent


Your Strategic Plan:
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Chapter 9: Writing, Communicating, and Executing the Plan


Developing a Balanced Scorecard
This worksheet will guide the planning team through the process of developing a 


balanced scorecard to keep track of progress in implementing the organization’s 


short-term objectives.


Worksheet 9.02


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008.
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Step #1: Categorize Your Short-Term Objectives
Refer to Chapter 8 – Worksheet 8.01 for short-term objectives that were selected.


Focus Short-Term Objective


Operations and Safety


Ex. Increase level of enplaned passengers


A


B


C


Facilities


Ex. Increase gate utilization


A


B


C


Productivity and Efficiency


Ex. Reduce operating expenses


A


B


C


Service Quality and
Customer Satisfaction


Ex. Improve customer/passenger satisfaction


A


B


C


Retail Concessions


Ex. Attract new concessionaires and increase variety


A


B


C


Finance, Rates 
and Charges


Ex. Maintain competitive airline rates and charges


A


B


C


Other
A


B


C
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Step #2: Define Qualitative and Quantitative Measures for Each Short-Term Objective


Performance Measure


Focus Quantitative Measures Qualitative Measures


Operations and Safety


Ex. Enplaned passengers Ex. Become #1 medium hub airport 
       in the region


Facilities 


Ex. Enplaned passengers per gate Ex. Ensure jet bridges are in 
       working condition


Productivity and Efficiency


Ex. Labor and contractual expenses


       


Ex.  Employees are informed about cost
control priorities for their department


Service Quality and 


Customer Satisfaction


Ex. Concession quality satisfaction Ex. Terminal cleanliness


Retail Concessions


Ex. Concession variety satisfaction Ex. Win award for best concessions program


Finance, Rates 
and Charges


Ex. Airline cost per enplaned passenger Ex. Perform well in AAAE rates and
       charges survey


Other
A


B


C


A


B


C
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Step #3: Define Targets and Deadlines for Performance Measures and Compare 


               Targets Against Actual Results


Focus Target Deadline Actual Variance


Operations and Safety


Ex.  Increase enplaned passengers 
by 10% from 2007 levels


A


B


C


2010 Ex.  Enplaned passenger increased 
by 3% from 2007  levels


A


B


C


-7 pts.


Facilities


Ex. 200,000 enplaned passengers
       per gate


A


B


C


2010 Ex. 185,000 enplaned passengers
       per gate


A


B


C


-15,000
pax.


Productivity and Efficiency


Ex. Reduce operating expenses by
       5% from 2007 levels


A


B


C


2009 Ex. Operating expenses reduced by
       3% from 2007 levels


A


B


C


-2 pts.


Service Quality and 


Customer Satisfaction


Ex. 90% customer satisfaction


A


B


C


2009 Ex. 85% customer satisfaction


A


B


C


-5 pts.


Retail Concessions


Ex. 90% customer satisfaction


A


B


C


2009 Ex. 85% customer satisfaction


A


B


C


-5 pts.


Finance, Rates 
and Charges


Ex. Reduce airline cost per enplaned 
passenger by 10% from 2007 levels


A


B


C


2011 Ex. Airline cost per enplaned pass-
enger reduced by 8% from 2007 levels


A


B


C


-2 pts.


Other
A


B


C


A


B


C
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Step #4: Define the Person Responsible for Implementing Each Short-Term Objective
This person should be the same person selected in Chapter 10 – Worksheet 10.01 Step #3. Consider completing 
these sections of the Chapter 10 worksheet before completing this step.


Focus Short-Term Objective Person Responsible


Operations and Safety


A


B


C


Facilities


A


B


C


Productivity and Efficiency


A


B


C


Service Quality and
Customer Satisfaction


A


B


C


Retail Concessions


A


B


C


Finance, Rates 
and Charges


A


B


C


Other


A


B


C
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Step #5: Identify Potential Actions to Reach Targets
Refer to Chapter 8 – Worksheet 8.01 for identification of potential actions necessary to reach the targets 
selected.


Focus Recommended Action(s)


Operations and Safety


Ex. Formulate air service incentive program


Facilities


Ex. Increase percentage of preferential use gates (decrease number of exclusive use gates)


Productivity and Efficiency


Ex. Reduce materials and supply costs by spreading maintenance projects over 2 to 3 years 


Service Quality and 


Customer Satisfaction


Ex.  Work with the Transportation Security Administration to reduce lines at security screening 
checkpoints


Retail Concessions


Ex. Shorten length of concession leases
      


Finance, Rates 
and Charges


Ex. Increase marketing targeted towards non-aeronautical land development opportunities


A


B


C


Other
A


B


C
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Chapter 4: Evaluating and Understanding the Organization


Documenting Key Past Events and 
Historical Trends
This worksheet will guide the planning team through the process of documenting 


key past events and historical trends (both airport-specific and external) that 


have favorably or unfavorably affected the organization’s past performance.  Each 


step of this worksheet should be completed as a joint exercise by members of the 


planning team.         


   


   


Worksheet 4.01


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008.
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Step #1: What Are the Past Airport-Specific Events That Have Affected  
               Your Organization’s Performance? 
Depending on the particular circumstances of your organization, each of the hash marks should reflect a specific period of time 


(1 year, 2 years, 5 years, 10 years, etc.).  Print and fill out the timeline with the appropriate range of dates for your organization, 


and indicate past airport-specific events that have had an significant impact on your organization’s performance.


1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008


Chapter 4: Evaluating and Understanding the Organization – Worksheet 4.01


Example Organization: “ABC Airport”


Your Organization: 


ABC Airlines 
Begins  
Service


Airport 
Governing 
Structure 
Changed 


to Airport 
Authority


Airport 
Profitability  


Hits  
10 Year High


Inline 
Explosives 
Detection 
System 
Installed


New Runway 
Opens


DEF Airlines  
 Begins 
Service


DEF Airlines 
Ends Service


Airport 
Passenger 
Traffic Hits  


10 Year High


Hurricane 
Strikes and 


Airport 
Suffers 


Moderate 
Damage


Hurricane 
Strikes and 


Airport 
Suffers 
Minimal 
Damage


PFC  
Amount 
Raised
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Step #2: What Are the Past External Events That Have Affected  
               Your Organization’s Performance? 
Each of the hash marks should reflect the same length of time as chosen for Step 1.  Print and fill out the timeline with the 


appropriate range of dates for your organization and mark down past external events that have had a significant impact on 


your organization’s performance.


1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008


Example Organization: “XYZ Airport”


Your Organization: 


Airline Profit Cycle Peaks


Airlines Enter Economic Downturn following 9/11 and 2001 Recession


9/11 Attacks


Corporate 
Relocations to 


Area Hit  
10 Year High


New 
Convention 


Center Opens 
Downtown


Housing 
Boom Begins 
Increasing 
Demand for 


Vacation 
Homes in Area


Local and 
National 
Economy 
Begins to 
Weaken


Housing 
Demand 


Begins to 
Slow


Low Cost 
Carrier Begins 


Ramping up 
Service at 


Airport  
60 Miles Away
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Step #3: What Are Your Historical Trends? 
Review the timelines that you created in Steps 1 and 2. Answer the following questions based on your historical trends.


Looking at the timelines you created in Steps 1 and 2, how do the events depicted interrelate?


ex. DEF Airlines ended service at our airport shortly after a low cost carrier began heavily serving a competing airport  


      60 miles away.


  
Looking at the timelines you created in Steps 1 and 2, are there any discernible trends that have the potential to 
affect your organization’s future performance? 


List in order of importance: 
ex. Hurricanes strike our airport at fairly regular intervals. They will likely have a significant effect on our organization’s 


financial performance in the future. 


1)


2)


3)


4)


Questions:
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Chapter 4: Evaluating and Understanding the Organization


Worksheet 4.02


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008.


Analyzing Historical  
Performance Statistics
This worksheet will assist airport operators with analyzing relevant historical 


performance statistics.  Each step of this worksheet should be completed as a 


joint exercise by members of the planning team. This analysis will typically be 


of more use to smaller general aviation airports that may not have undertaken a 


comprehensive historical review of this sort.      
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Step #1: What Historical Performance Data Should Be Analyzed?
While any pertinent statistics can be analyzed using the framework below, the most common statistics to analyze when 


trying to gauge an airport organization’s past performance are the following:


Notes:


Operational


  Aircraft movements for different types of traffic 
(domestic, international, general aviation, military, 
etc.). For general aviation airports, enplaned 
passengers could also break down into itinerant and 
local operations.


  Enplanements (for airports with commercial service), 
broken down into domestic, international, and total.


 Pounds or tons of cargo.


 Based aircraft.


 Jet fuel and gas sales (gallons).


  Other: 


Market Share/Market Presence


  Market share for each airline based on enplaned 
passengers.


 Market share for each airline based on cargo weight.


 Fixed base operator market share.


  Number of non-stop cities served by airlines and 
service frequencies on key routes.


  Number of outbound airline seats available 
(international, domestic).


  Other:


Other


 Passenger satisfaction survey results.


  Operating revenue per employee, operating expense 
per employee.


 Percentage of employees satisfied with their job.


  Number of safety and security incidents.


 Number of noise complaints.


 Economic impact to the surrounding communities.


  Other:


Financial


  Cash flow from operating activities.


 Operating revenue/operating expense ratio.


 Operating margin.


 Total operating revenue per enplaned passenger.


  Operating expense per enplaned passenger, airline cost 
per enplaned passenger.


  Non-aeronautical revenue as a percentage of operating 
revenue.


  Debt service coverage ratio.


  Bond ratings.


  Other:
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Step #2: What Is the Best Way to Analyze Your Historical Performance Data?
Statistics should be analyzed for as far back as the data are available or for as long as the data are relevant using  


the following framework:


Category
Year or 
Month


Relevant 
Statistic


Actual 
Performance


Target 
Performance


Relationship to 
Key Event?


Ex. Financial 2004
non-aeronautical 


revenue as % of 
operating revenue


54.0% 55%


2005
non-aeronautical 


revenue as % of 
operating revenue


51.8% 55%


2006
non-aeronautical 


revenue as % of 
operating revenue


51.5% 55%


2007
non-aeronautical 


revenue as % of 
operating revenue


59.1% 55% Increased parking rates


Step #3: What Trends Do the Historical Performance Data Reveal?
Looking at the data you analyzed in Step #2, are there any discernible trends that have the potential to affect 
your organization’s future performance?


List in order of importance: 
 ex. Since parking is the largest non-aeronautical revenue generator for the airport, implementing a yield management 


system may lead to even larger increases in non-aeronautical revenue.


1)


2)


3)


4)


5)
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Chapter 4: Evaluating and Understanding the Organization


Reviewing Recently Set Goals and 
Their Attainment
This worksheet should be used to review important long and short-term goals 


set for the organization over the past decade and to assess whether or not they 


have been achieved.  The key factors that led to a goal’s successful achievement 


or failure to achieve the goal will also be examined. This worksheet should be 


completed as a joint exercise by members of the planning team.   


     


Worksheet 4.03


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008.
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Step #1: What Are the Most Important Goals That Were Set for the Organization 
               Over the Past Decade?
The number of goals listed will vary based on the size of the organization and the extensiveness of previous goal setting 


efforts. Ideally, the 10 most important goals that should be considered will be identified. Please indicate if the goal is short-


term (to be accomplished in 1-2 years) or long-term (3-5 years). If the goal is short-term, please note the long-term goal 


supported (if any) when describing the goal.


 
 
1) Description of goal:


2) When was the goal established? 


3) Why is the goal important?


4) Is the goal still relevant today?  Yes  No


5) Was the goal successfully achieved?  Yes  No


6) If no, what do you think were impediments to its achievement?
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Goal #1 Short-term or   Long-term
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Step #1: What Are the Most Important Goals That Were Set for the Organization 
               Over the Past Decade? (continued)


Goal #2 Short-term or   Long-term
 
 
1) Description of goal:


2) When was the goal established? 


3) Why is the goal important?


4) Is the goal still relevant today?  Yes  No


5) Was the goal successfully achieved?  Yes  No


6) If no, what do you think were impediments to its achievement?
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Step #1: What Are the Most Important Goals That Were Set for the Organization 
               Over the Past Decade? (continued)


Goal #3 Short-term or   Long-term
 
 
1) Description of goal:


2) When was the goal established? 


3) Why is the goal important?


4) Is the goal still relevant today?  Yes  No


5) Was the goal successfully achieved?  Yes  No


6) If no, what do you think were impediments to its achievement?
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Step #1: What Are the Most Important Goals That Were Set for the Organization 
               Over the Past Decade? (continued)


Goal #4 Short-term or   Long-term
 
 
1) Description of goal:


2) When was the goal established? 


3) Why is the goal important?


4) Is the goal still relevant today?  Yes  No


5) Was the goal successfully achieved?  Yes  No


6) If no, what do you think were impediments to its achievement?
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Step #1: What Are the Most Important Goals That Were Set for the Organization 
               Over the Past Decade? (continued)


Goal #5 Short-term or   Long-term
 
 
1) Description of goal:


2) When was the goal established? 


3) Why is the goal important?


4) Is the goal still relevant today?  Yes  No


5) Was the goal successfully achieved?  Yes  No


6) If no, what do you think were impediments to its achievement?
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Goal #6 Short-term or   Long-term


Step #1: What Are the Most Important Goals That Were Set for the Organization 
               Over the Past Decade? (continued)


 
 
1) Description of goal:


2) When was the goal established? 


3) Why is the goal important?


4) Is the goal still relevant today?  Yes  No


5) Was the goal successfully achieved?  Yes  No


6) If no, what do you think were impediments to its achievement?
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Goal #7 Short-term or   Long-term


Step #1: What Are the Most Important Goals That Were Set for the Organization 
               Over the Past Decade? (continued)


 
 
1) Description of goal:


2) When was the goal established? 


3) Why is the goal important?


4) Is the goal still relevant today?  Yes  No


5) Was the goal successfully achieved?  Yes  No


6) If no, what do you think were impediments to its achievement?
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Goal #8 Short-term or   Long-term


Step #1: What Are the Most Important Goals That Were Set for the Organization 
               Over the Past Decade? (continued)


 
 
1) Description of goal:


2) When was the goal established?  


3) Why is the goal important?


4) Is the goal still relevant today?  Yes  No


5) Was the goal successfully achieved?  Yes  No


6) If no, what do you think were impediments to its achievement?
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Goal #9 Short-term or   Long-term


Step #1: What Are the Most Important Goals That Were Set for the Organization 
               Over the Past Decade? (continued)


 
 
1) Description of goal:


2) When was the goal established? 


3) Why is the goal important?


4) Is the goal still relevant today?  Yes  No


5) Was the goal successfully achieved?  Yes  No


6) If no, what do you think were impediments to its achievement?
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Goal #10 Short-term or   Long-term


Step #1: What Are the Most Important Goals That Were Set for the Organization 
               Over the Past Decade? (continued)


 
 
1) Description of goal:


2) When was the goal established? 


3) Why is the goal important?


4) Is the goal still relevant today?  Yes  No


5) Was the goal successfully achieved?  Yes  No


6) If no, what do you think were impediments to its achievement?
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Step #2: What Are Our Key Success or Failure Factors?
For each goal identified in Step #1, assess the key success or failure factors using the framework below.


 


Past Goal That Was  
Successfully Achieved: Key Success Factors


How Can the Key Success Factors Be 
Leveraged in the Future?


Ex. Recruit new service by 


       low-cost carrier.


Ex. Formally established air 


service development manager 


position.


Ex. Create air service development 


department with staff positions under 


manager, increase budget for this area, 


recruit an international carrier.


Successfully Achieved Goals
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Step #2: What Are Our Key Success or Failure Factors? (continued)


 


Past Goal That Was  
Not Achieved: Key Failure Factors


How Can the Key Failure Factors Be 
Avoided in the Future?


Ex. Increase non-aeronautical 


revenue.


Ex. Landside commercial 


development under plan.


Ex. Develop airport land use plan, 


ensure that land leasing policies 


encourage third-party development.


Goals that Were Not Achieved
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Chapter 4: Evaluating and Understanding the Organization


Examining How the Existing 
Governance Structure Has Evolved
This worksheet will enable the planning team to understand how the 


organization’s existing governance structure has evolved and how the structure 


impacts the organization’s future strategic objectives.  This worksheet should be 


completed as a joint exercise by members of the planning team.


        


Worksheet 4.04 (optional)


Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., May 2008


ACRP Report 20:  


Strategic Planning in the Airport Industry
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Step #1: How Has the Existing Governance Structure Evolved?


1)  What is the current governance structure of your airport organization (e.g., city or county government, state 
government, independent multipurpose transportation agency [e.g., the Port Authority of New York and 
New Jersey], independent single purpose agency [e.g., Greater Orlando Aviation Authority])? Are there any 
anticipated changes to this governance structure that will occur during the time horizon of the strategic plan? 


2) Why and when was the current governance structure selected? 


3)  Did the current governance structure succeed in addressing the objectives for which it was created?  
Have new issues arisen since the current governance structure was selected? If so, what are they? 
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Step #1: How Has the Existing Governance Structure Evolved? (continued)


4)  Have the airports in your organization previously been governed by a different type of structure?  What were 
the benefits and drawbacks of the previous structure? 
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Step #2: What Are the Benefits and Drawbacks of the Existing Governance Structure?


1)  What are the benefits associated with your organization’s existing governance structure? What problems has 
the existing governance structure helped solve?  


2)  What are the drawbacks associated with your organization’s existing governance structure?  What problems 
have been aggravated by the existing governance structure? 
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Step #3: What Is the Impact on Your Future Strategic Objectives?


1)  What impact does the information collected in Steps #1 and #2 have on your organization’s future strategic 
objectives?


Example: If one of the long-term objectives for our airport is to complete a significant capital improvement program (CIP)


a shift in governance structure from city to state government may be beneficial. The state may have a greater ability to 


issue bonds than the city, facilitating CIP financing. 
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